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Prefatory Note

Having studied theology at Bethel and Göttingen in Germany and later at 
the Graduate Theological Union in Berkeley, California, I rarely ran into 
Pietists who would claim that name proudly.  The word Pietist was usually 
used pejoratively to describe someone who was legalistic, moralistic, pre
occupied with personal salvation and little given to the social, cultural, and 
economic issues of our day.  Even friends who acknowledged they grew up 
in a Pietist household and parish oken remarked that they were trying to 
overcome their past.  A common way of doing this was to turn to a historical-
critical reading of the Bible rather than the literal and devotional approach  
that had suIced for their parents.   A more radical way was to leave the 
church completely,  since it appeared to require unquestioning adherence 
to certain moral absolutes and a Fxed set of beliefs. 

When I moved to Camrose to start teaching at Camrose Lutheran College, 
I  found myself  in  a  town in  which  many claimed Norwegian Lutheran 
Pietism as their initial  spiritual home: for good or ill.   Messiah Lutheran 
Church and the Canadian Lutheran Bible Institute and Camrose Lutheran 
College  itself  were  founded by  Norwegian  Pietists.   My perspective  on 
Pietism  gradually  started  to  shik.   There  were  those  who seemed to  Ft 
into the stereotype of people devoted to their own spiritual purity by “not 
drinking, not dancing,  not playing cards”.   But,  then again,  even some of 
those seemed to have a deep concern and compassion for others.  So I was 
delighted when David Goa, director the Ronning Centre for the Study of  
Religion and Public Life, started talking with Pastor Ken Ward at Messiah 
Lutheran in Camrose and with the folks at Trinity Lutheran in Edmonton  
about doing a series on Pietism.   What especially intrigued me was that 
David Goa, whose father was a Pietist and a socialist, was going to try to  
recover some of the genius of Pietism rather than rehearse the stereotypical  
critiques. 

Stereotypes have some truth to them, though one-sided.   So what ex
plains the stereotype that Pietists have a dour piety marked by many “do 
not”s?  David Goa in “Pietism, a Prairie Story” examines what happened 
to Norwegian Pietism when it came to the USA and Canada.   Like other 
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immigrants, Norwegian Pietists were confronted by a diJerent language 
and culture that did not convey the same meanings, associations, or his 
torical resonances that their Norwegian mother tongue had conveyed.  The 
young generation not  only learned to think and speak in  English.   The 
theological literature that was available in English and that appeared to  
have a good spiritual discipline came from Great Plains evangelicalism and  
fundamentalism and was thus quite diJerent in focus from Hans Nielsen 
Hauge’s writings and thought.  Another reason that it was hard for Hauge’s 
thought  to  cross  the  ocean and be  the  main  inspiration for  Norwegian  
Lutherans  was  that—in part  owing to the  inGuence of  fundamentalism
—“the moral imagination was being colonized”.   For Hauge the focus was 
on a spiritual transformation that led from despair to a life-giving involve 
ment with those in need.  But to save the next generation from despair and 
darkness, many lovingly protective parents replaced spiritual transforma
tion as the heart of Christian faith with moral do’s and don’ts. 

Cam Harder gives us a fresh perspective on Hans Nielsen Hauge that 
many within the tradition in the Prairies  will  be surprised at.   Hauge’s 
conversion experience at age 25 led him from cynicism and despair to a  
joyful faith in God and a very active, entrepreneurial life of improving the 
social  and economic  circumstances  of  the  bonder in late eighteenth  and 
early nineteenth century Norway.   He gave women leadership roles.   He 
equipped the laity to study the Bible on their own and to connect their  
faith to the challenges they and their neighbours were facing in this world.  
He laid the groundwork for future trade unions and for political parties  
and voluntary associations in Norway.   He rediscovered in his own way 
that if the church is to fulFl its task of spiritual formation for active disciple
ship in this world, then “small is beautiful”, to borrow E.F. Schumacher’s  
phrase.   Most of his preaching and teaching happened in small groups in 
homes (conventicles)  and in the open air; and yet  he always valued the 
Sunday gatherings at  church for Word and Sacrament.   This should give 
hope to our small rural and urban congregations.

The preaching of the Word and the right administration of the Sac 
raments have been the two key signs of where the Church of Christ is pres
ent from the time of the Lutheran Confessions on.   So what are some of 
the distinctive giks and challenges that Pietism brings to the reading of 
the Bible and to the use of the Sacraments?   To these questions the  Fnal 
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two articles turn.   Eugene Boe describes and analyses Danish Pietist Erik 
Pontoppidan’s writings concerning the sacraments which had a signiFcant 
inGuence on Hans Nielsen Hauge.  Pontoppidan describes the sacrament 
of baptism (very much as Luther does) as a means of grace for children.  
When reGecting on the proper use of the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper, a  
more distinctive pietistic emphasis emerges.   Self-examination so that one 
receives the sacrament not merely externally and not unworthily becomes 
very important.   So the human spiritual preparation for the receipt of the 
sacrament takes on such weight that Boe wonders whether it undermines 
the notion of the Lord’s Supper as a free gik of grace.

To this day Pietists are recognized by their devoted study of the Bible.  
But,  as  David  Goa’s  Fnal  article  “Reading  for  Friendship;  Reading  for 
Proof”  shows, the reading of the Bible in the Prairies has also been greatly 
inGuenced by Great Plains evangelicalism and fundamentalism.   The intent 
of being a “reader”,  as the followers of Hauge were oken called,  was to 
“read for friendship” with Jesus and God.   The point was not to misuse 
the Bible as a source of proof texts to support one’s ideas and knock down 
those of others.   This reading for friendship transcends the current impasse 
between literalist and liberal critical readings of the Bible.  It points to the 
real genius of Pietism: allowing the words of the Bible to bring Jesus as the 
living Word into our life as the great Healer.

— Dittmar Mündel
Associate Director, The Chester Ronning Centre

for the Study of Religion and Public Life
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David J.  Goa

 Pietism, a Prairie Story:
Spiritual Transformation

or Colonization

______________

Edited text of a lecture given on Monday, February 8, 2010, at
Messiah Lutheran Church, Camrose, and on Tuesday, February 9,

at Trinity Lutheran Church, Edmonton, Alberta
______________

My own interest in Pietism is personal and historical.  It stems from 
being raised by the last Pietist to be buried on the Prairies, my Father. 
He died in the shadow of the Summer Solstice of 1969 and, with the 
help of my parents’ old friends Arnold and Nelly Hoveland, we laid  
him to rest in the hillside just south of St Mary’s Hospital among  
all those  familiar  names  that  have  just  the  right  cadence  coming 
oJ the tongue—Eklund, Pedersen, Gunderson, Olson, Soholt, Stolee, 
Johnson, Lokken, Swanson, Rosendal.  Now Nelly and Arnold have 
joined them in the good earth and sacred ground that looks over 
our life together here in Camrose.  May their memory be eternal. 

When  I  ponder  my  childhood  home,  the  life  my  parents  had  
together with the (mostly) Norwegian community here in Camrose 
and later in Edmonton, two things come immediately to mind.  First, 
we children  grew  up  in  a  conventicle: 1 if  guests  did  not  wish  to 
talk about politics and the life of faith, to ponder the meaning of a  

1 The  pietist  movement  in  Scandinavia  was  centred  in  the  conventicle,  a  
religious meeting that usually took place in private homes and was prohibited 
periodically by the government under the inGuence of the state church.   
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scripture text as a way of seeking to be present to the meaning of  
one’s own experience or as a comparison to reGect on current social 
policy,  my father  would give them  Fkeen minutes and then turn 
to his Bible.   He was a working carpenter with four children, and 
his free time was precious to him.   Second, the series of dynamic 
struggles  surfacing  in  these  oken  all-night  conversations  were 
rooted  in  theology and politics,  in  culture  and faith,  in  spiritual 
inheritance  and aspirations  for  Canadian society.   These  struggles 
deeply engaged my Father, a natural intellectual.  They claimed the 
attention of  a  generation or  two of  the Norwegians,  Swedes,  and 
Danes in this region that were churched.2 

In this lecture I invite you to think with me about how particular 
tensions  between culture  and faith surfaced and reshaped Pietism 
on the prairies.  They have given us a legacy that has been life-giving 
for some.  For others, it has been anything but life-giving and then it 
has been totalized and framed in negative terms and consigned to  
the scrap-heap of history.  

the colonization of language

One of the earliest  diIculties  the Pietists faced is common to vir
tually  all  immigrant  religious  communities  in  Alberta.   It  is  the 
struggle over the mother tongue and the need to adopt the language 
of  the  new  land.   The  giks  of  meaning  inherent  in  the  religious 
expressions of the mother tongue were taken for granted until they 
were  challenged  by  the  immigrant  experience  and  the  language 
of the newly adopted land.   How could this new language hold the 
depth of  meaning,  the echo of memory and tradition that was the 
life-blood  of  the  ancestral  language?   The  children  in  each  family 
learned the language of the new land much more quickly than their  

2 Some would say, perhaps rightly, although I do not think so, that the non 
conformist  practice  of  challenging  oppressive  government  and  social  struc 
tures from a position of faith has continued down to our own day and may be  
found at work in the most recent divisive arguments about gay marriage with 
the Evangelical Lutheran Church of Canada. 
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parents.  What were the children saying?  What were they meaning? 
How did  these  strange new religious  expressions  they picked  up 
somewhere square with the precision and weight of the religious 
expressions of the mother tongue?  How might I witness to my neigh
bour of the redeeming love of God, the depth of my friendship with 
Jesus Christ, the gik of moral imperative and its call to transform 
personal, social, and political life, the joy of fellowship within the 
community  of  pilgrims  and  believers  in  the  church,  without  the 
Guency I had in Norwegian?  How could I do so to my own growing 
children who each year seemed to be more “like unto the world”, the 
new world, as I fell increasingly behind both in language and in the  
understanding of this strange new place? 

My Feld research among the many and varied religious commun
ities of Alberta taught me that this set of questions is just a sample  
of  a  torrent of  such questions that have haunted the minds of  the 
Frst  generation  of  Japanese  Buddhists,  Punjabi  Sikhs,  Lebanese 
Muslims, and Russian Orthodox Christians who came to make this 
place home, as did the Norwegian Pietist immigrants.  But minority-
group Christian immigrants like the Pietists found themselves in a  
situation  diJerent  from that  of  other  religious  communities.   The 
diJerence  is  one that  we have seldom discussed  or  even thought  
about, a  diJerence  that  the  educational  and  religious  leadership 
failed entirely to appreciate.   To explore this diJerence with you I 
will step forward in time from my childhood to the years in which I 
was working as a scholar of religion, doing research among religious  
communities in Alberta.

In 1986 Stockwell Day (b. 1950) was elected from the riding of  
Red  Deer  North  to  the  Legislative  Assembly  of  Alberta.   He had 
been the principal  of  Bentley Christian Centre  and a local  advo 
cate of the “Gospel of Success” which was commonly cited by the 
press  as  a  form of  Christian fundamentalism.   In December 1992 
the  newly  elected  Premier  of  Alberta,  Ralph  Klein,  brought  Mr 
Day into the cabinet and  Fve years later he was the Treasurer of 
the province.  By this time I was beginning to think about Mr Day 
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and this new form the Christian faith was taking and its relation 
ship to the fundamentalism I knew from my childhood, the funda
mentalism  of  the  1920s  and  30s  which  had  an  enormous  impact 
on Alberta  and  on  Norwegian  Lutherans  among  others.   To  ex
plore this diJerence as well as revisit the past of my own religious  
formation I  had a lengthy conversation with L.E.  Maxwell  (1895–
1984),  founder  and  principal  of  the  Prairie  Bible  Institute  (PBI).  
It was a year or two prior to Mr Maxwell’s dying.   It was my  Frst 
foray as  a scholar of  the religious life  into the religious world of 
my childhood.   I  knew that my father had debated Maxwell  on a 
number of occasions and, in my home, Mr Maxwell was respected 
despite his clear distance from the type of orthodoxy we claimed,  
his deeply questionable politics,  and his misunderstanding of the 
Bible.   He was, you might say, one of our local heretics, worthy of 
engaging.   I  spent  several  years  following  my  conversation  with 
Mr  Maxwell  exploring  both  the  evangelical-fundamentalist  form 
of the Christian faith he was central to developing and nurturing 
in Alberta and far beyond our borders and the new form of funda 
mentalism  that  shaped  Mr  Stockwell  Day  and  those  who  had 
gathered around the “Gospel  of  Success”.   Both Christian visions 
were signiFcant in the region of  Three Hills,  Alberta.   Both were 
oken present  in  the same family.   Rarely  did anyone understand 
just how profoundly diJerent these two visions of the faith were,  
even though both carried the name “fundamentalism”.  In my work 
in the 1980s on this theme I found that a rare few of the best and  
brightest of the older generation struggled to hold on to what was 
life-giving  in  the  patrimony  of  the  1930s  as  they  also  sought  to 
engage with and claim the emerging new order of the “Gospel of  
Success”  brought  in largely through the Christian Businessmen’s  
Association and its  oJspring,  the  big  box churches  such as “The 
Word of Life Centre”.  

Mr Maxwell  had  built  an  extraordinary  school  at  Three  Hills.  
While I  knew he had had signiFcant  impact  on a  great  variety of 
non-denominational  churches  on the  prairies,  it  was  through this 
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research that I came to appreciate how deeply he had reached into  
the Mennonite,  Calvinist,  and Lutheran communities.   I examined 
the attendance records of  PBI through its  Frst  three decades and 
made the discovery,  later to be  conFrmed in interviews with the 
second Principal  and President,  Dr Ted Rendell,  that a large per
centage of students attending PBI in the 1930s were from Mennonite  
homes.   Mr Maxwell  and others representing PBI would regularly 
do  itinerant  preaching  in  Mennonite  and  other  churches  across  
Alberta and Saskatchewan and interest young people in coming to  
Bible  school.   They were  enormously  successful.   In some earlier 
work of mine with older Mennonite women who came to  Alberta 
from the USSR aker their husbands were either killed or exiled to 
the Gulag I had learned two things of signiFcance that rose to the 
surface now that  I  was  examining  PBI.   When these  now elderly 
Mennonite women had arrived in Canada in the Frst quarter of the 
twentieth century, struggling to understand what had happened to  
their life in Russia, they adopted a curious theology of history.  They 
recalled it somewhat like this:

When our  people  migrated  to  Russia  under  Catherine  the  Great  we 
accepted  the  agreement  with  the  government  not  to  evangelize  the 
Russian peasant population.  Our community turned inwards.  All of 
its evangelical fervour was now expressed solely through support for 
foreign missions.  We employed Russian peasants but were careful not  
to speak to them of Jesus Christ.   With Kerensky’s Revolution in  1905 
and  the  Bolshevik  Revolution  in  1917,  we  Mennonites  came  under 
attack  and  many of  the  men,  our  husbands,  fathers,  brothers,  were 
killed or exiled never to be heard from again. 3  God had called down  

3 I spent several akernoons with family photograph albums brought out of 
Russia.   The photographs showed homes and communities that had prospered  
enormously, in marked contrast to local peasant conditions.  My hosts spoke of 
how wealthy they had become through their industrious ways.   The class ana
lysis of  the politics that  swept across Russia  Fts  all  too easily into the frame 
provided by the photograph albums.     
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the “bear from the north”,4 the Bolsheviks, as a scourge to discipline us  
and call us back to the evangelism of our ancestors. 

For  this  reason it  became imperative  when they  got  a  second 
chance in Canada to learn the new religious language of English so 
they could speak to their neighbours about Jesus Christ as they were 
clearly required to do.   So a burning question for these women was 
how  to  learn  English,  religious  English,  quickly.   Radio  ministry 
was in full  Gight so they listened to a range of preachers and evan 
gelists  including  our  own  Bible  Bill  Aberhart  (1878–1943),  later  to 
be Premier of Alberta (1935–43).   Of course, their children listened 
as well and,  since the children were more  Guent in English,  they 
absorbed the teachings  quickly.   It  was  not  surprising that  many 
Mennonites sent their children oJ to Bible schools, including PBI, 
in the certain hope that they would get a worthy theological, moral,  
and spiritual formation so that they could serve Jesus Christ in the  
new land better than their parents had in Russia. 

What the parental generation did not know and what they could  
not know was just how diJerent the theological and spiritual orien
tation of both Aberhart and Maxwell was from their Anabaptist tra
dition.  They did not realize that the new religious language carried 
within it foreign ideas and sensibilities directly countering many of 
their most treasured ideas and values.  I recall sitting at the table in 
several homes in Rosemary and Duchess, Alberta, listening to these 
lovely elderly and pious Mennonite women speak through their tears  
about how they just did not understand why their sons had signed  
up for the Canadian army with the advent of the Second World War 
and done so with pride, and with hardly a word to explain their de 
parture from the paciFsm of their religious formation.   How could 
the young go oJ to war willingly  when their  ancestors had been 

4 “And the beast which I saw was like unto a leopard, and his feet were as the  
feet of a bear, and his mouth as the mouth of a lion: and the dragon gave him 
his power, and his seat, and great authority” (Revelation 13:2). 
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kicked around all over Europe largely because they would not take 
up arms in the name of Tsar, King, or Emperor?  Rather than pass on 
violence to yet another generation, the Mennonite community had 
always disciplined itself  around yieldedness in the name of Jesus  
Christ who died on the cross.  The women whose tables I sat at  had 
been struggling for thirty years to understand what had gone wrong  
here in Canada, still not quite believing that they had given over the 
spiritual,  theological,  and moral  formation of  their children,  and 
had done so for virtuous reasons, to an alien form of the gospel, a 
form that was quite heretical to the Anabaptist theological and moral  
tradition.   The new religious language was the problem.   The chil
dren learned it in a year or two and absorbed its meaning while the  
adults were still  thinking in the religious language of  their home
land, translating as best they could into the new language.   It took 
them thirty years and more to understand the subtle but enormously  
important  diJerences  between  the  new  language,  the  English  of 
fundamentalism,  and their  own.   It  was  our  own kind of  “Thirty 
Years War” here on the prairies.   There were no heaps of bodies in 
the streets,  but  families  were fractured and rich and textured reli 
gious traditions were banished to the graveyard of memory.  

Through my work with the Mennonites I realized what had hap
pened to so many in the Norwegian Lutheran communities.   Most 
of our Scandinavian ancestors learned the language of the new land  
in an elementary way in about three years.  And many of them loved 
English and worked, as did my parents, at deepening their vocabu 
lary and their grasp of  its peculiar forms of  meaning throughout 
their lives.   But it clearly required the better part  of twenty years 
for the subtleness and complexity of pietist theological thought and 
the sensibilities of pietist faith to be given form in this new vessel.  
To  put  it  bluntly,  a  generation  of  Norwegian  Lutherans  became 
unwitting heretics through the simple learning of English,  only to 
discover the heresy twenty years later when their children had moved 
out and were thoroughly formed in a faith perspective entirely diJer
ent from that of their spiritual ancestors.
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the colonization of the moral imagination

“Jesus was never less than a moralist  and was always more than a 
moralist.   Jesus forgave as no moralist can and made a demand far 
greater than any moralist would.”  This is how my old friend Jaroslav 
Pelikan framed a deep and abiding tension within the Christian tradi
tion, a tension as vivid in my pietist ancestors as it is in any part of the 
Christian church.   In other contexts I have talked about Christianity 
as  not  being  a moral  religion.5  It  is  not  a  form of  Confucianism 
dressed in the garments of the Levant nor  is it a completing of the 
legal tradition of Judaism, not an elaborate structure of command 
ment  built  on commandments fulFlled in the person of  the Rabbi 
from Nazareth.   It is never less and always more than a moral reli
gion.  (Even the central place of commandment in the Hebrew Bible,  
its way of seeing life through the lens of  halakhah,6 has here been 
tempered by an overwhelming sense of the redeeming grace of Jesus 
Christ.  Commandment speaks  of  the  spousal  relationship,  Jesus’ 
love for the sinner, more than it does of the God of judgement who  
requires  recompense.)   The  disciplines  of  the  Christian  faith  are 
towards transformation, not purity.  And while it may seem counter-
intuitive to those who have only experienced the moralism of Pietism. 
Pietism in its roots and (at least for some) in its first incoming gen
eration  knew  more  about  the  experience  of  transformation  than 
most.  How, then, does it come about that a life movement like Pietism 
becomes  colonized  and  re-shaped  by  the  moralism  of  evangelical 
and fundamentalist movements of the American Great Plains?   The 

5 See A  Regard  for  Creation:  Collected  Essays , David  J. Goa  (Dewdney,  B.C.: 
Synaxis Press, 2008).
6 The texts of  the Hebrew scripture dealing with Jewish law and ritual  re 
quirements  came  to  be  known  as  halakhic  literature.   While  the  word  is  of 
unknown origin, its root meaning is “to go” and carries with it the notion of  
the right pathway.  In the Jewish tradition, using the Aramaic term, the various 
non-legal  texts,  narratives,  parables,  and  stories  are  called  aggadah.  Pietism 
inherits a long tradition of tension between legal text and narratives pointing  
to transformation. 
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colonization of language is part of the answer to that question.   Let 
me suggest another piece of the puzzle in the hope that it helps to  
clarify a challenge and struggle inherent in the pietist experience of 
this place.

In the diaries of earlier generation Pietists and in the record of 
their  testimonies we glimpse a deeply personal  transformative en 
counter.7  Cam Harder, in his lecture on Hans Nielsen Hauge, speaks  
of this encounter in the life of Norway’s civilizing hero.   Hauge, like 
Luther, was captured early in his life by a guilt-ridden sense of self,  
and like Luther he experienced a transformation.  He discovered a joy 
in life rooted not in self-indulgence, in being “curved in on himself”, 8 

but in the glory of creation and in the presence of Jesus Christ in the 
midst of personal, social and cultural struggles.   He was freed of his 
own passions and turned towards the passions of the world with the 
desire to bless  and heal.   The model,  of  course,  was present at  the 
foundations of the Christian tradition.  We see it in the Apostle Paul’s 
conversion, his turning around, on Straight Street in Damascus at the  
hands of Ananias.9  Sometimes blindness leads to a new way of seeing.

My father spoke to me twice of his conversion.  I never heard him 
give a testimony.   The Frst time was following a “Youth for Christ” 
meeting on Saturday night in Edmonton.   I  was perhaps ten years 
old.  In the 1950s “Youth For Christ” rented the auditorium of Alberta 
College oJ Jasper  Avenue in Edmonton.   They typically brought  in 
redeemed actors, gangsters, politicians, those who had sinned vividly 
and  publicly  and  who  had  had  a  spectacular  conversion.   If  my 
memory serves me, that particular evening the celebrity sinner was  
Jim Vass, a hit man for Al Capone, and he told gangster stories with 

7 The Fnest published example I know of was originally written in Swedish  
and  combined  memories  and  diaries.   It  is  published  in  English  under  the 
title  My Father’s Testament: A Biography of the Preacher and Free Church Man Karl  
Johan Nyvall, D. Nyvall,  translated and with an introductory essay by Eric G.  
Hawkinson (Chicago: Covenant Press, 1974). 
8 Martin Luther deFnes “sin” as “being curved in on oneself”.
9 Acts of the Apostles, chapter 9.
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an occasional footnote drawn from a biblical text.   Later in the even
ing when the altar call  was well underway I must have shown the 
indications of being spiritually pressured and suggested, with serious 
hesitation, that perhaps I should join those going forward.  My father 
simply put his hand on my shoulder,  bent down and whispered in 
my ear, “Sonny boy, sleep on it and let’s talk about it in the morning.”  
On the way home on the number 8 bus he talked, just a little, of the 
gravity of conversion and how we need to prepare for it and have the 
spirit work in us before we assume it is a call to us.  God’s voice is 
“a still  small voice”.   The second time he spoke of his conversion 
was two weeks before he lek this world in June of 1969.   It was a 
story about his own temptation to despair and cynicism, the story of  
curving in on oneself, and of how, in his mid-twenties, at a decisive 
moment, he awakened to the danger of orientating his life around his  
own pain, his own passion.   It happened on a warm summer’s day. 
My father was working in a wheat  Feld not far from Provost,  and 
the words of a hymn were echoing in his mind as they had echoed in 
Hauge’s in the story Cam tells us of Hauge’s conversion.  In later years 
he would fondly call this landscape “the bald-headed prairie”.  But on 
that day he stood, like Ruth, “sick for home . . . amid the alien corn”.10 

Overcome by hopelessness as dark as death, my father sank to his  
knees behind a stook.   When he got to his feet again he had been 
turned around, re-turned to the gik of life.   I was twenty-Fve in the 
season of my father’s dying, close to the same age he was when this 
turning occurred.  I listened to my dying father speak of this moment 
when he was saved from despair and cynicism, a hair’s breadth away 
from squandering his life.  He spoke quietly, with traces of the weight 
of memory moving across the words.  It was a resurrection story that 
saw “all things made new”. 

Pietism treasures the personal experience, including the per son
al  encounter with Jesus Christ.   This  image of  encounter with the 
Saviour,  the healer,  is the pietist tradition’s  Fnest metaphor for all 

10 John Keats, “Ode to a Nightingale”.
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profound experiences of healing and wonder.   Pietism, as I saw it 
lived by my parents, was a deeply existential tradition in which all  
theological or moral constructs were only secondary worlds.   These 
constructs are developed to describe the experience of deep recovery 
of the capacity to be present to the gik of life, but there is an ever-
present danger that they can replace the recognition of the need for 
transformation.   Aker people undergo a serious spiritual transforma
tion, they have to put their world back together.   And there’s a temp
tation to do that around belief and behaviour, especially behaviour, 
which is a kind of moralism.  So the transformative heart of Pietism is 
in danger of being replaced by moral absolutes.

For the earlier generation of Pietists the experience of the per
sonal transformative encounter with Jesus Christ, not any less real  
for being a metaphor for their being saved from a squandered life,  
focused their attention on the “valley of the shadow of death” from  
which  they  had  been redeemed.   In  diary  accounts  and testimony 
the theme is constant.   Consider what happens when a person who 
has walked in that valley has children and seeks to care for them as  
they grow up and come to puberty and take on adulthood with all  
the challenges that come along.  Here is how I see the internal con
versation within the mind of a parent who just a few years before,  
perhaps, had been snatched from the jaws of spiritual death.

Do I let my child, whom I love more than the entire world, wander  
into the land of shades as I did?   Do I risk their coming up against 
despair and cynicism?  Perhaps they can be spared?  Perhaps if they 
live according to a biblically based  moral code they  will  be spared  
what took my life for those seasons of desolation.

For a mother or father who has lived through the kind of spiritual 
death that Paul experienced and discussed and Hauge experienced, 
for  those whom I  would call  earlier  generation Pietists,  there is  a 
temptation to opt  for  a  moral  simulacrum,  a  cheap replica  (cheap 
righteousness as Cam  Harder  calls  it)  in  the  hope  of  saving  their 
children from the  spiritual  struggle  that  had  almost  claimed the 
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parent’s life.   Perhaps a Frm moral code will be a shield against the 
pain and sorrow of a life  that has missed the mark.   This isn’t,  of 
course, just a pietist story but it is also a pietist story and it is an all  
too common story. 

The issue here is obvious.   From a pietist  perspective,  entrance 
into the land of  shades is part  of  the human experience and one 
only comes to a deeply transformative faith through this pathway. 
At the same time, no one would wish it on another, certainly not 
on one’s children.   I suggest that it is this deep religious vision of 
the  existential  character  of  spiritual  transformation  through  the 
encounter with spiritual death that both is a gik of Pietism and has 
been the source of  one of  its  most  profound inner  struggles.   The 
Tempter’s oJer of moral boundary and the hope of perfection is not 
oken rejected by those of  us who have been blessed with the care 
and nurture of children.  

If I am right about this I then invite you to consider what hap 
pened to the life-movement of Pietism in the context of the prairies.  
Pietists  came  into  a  landscape  in  which  the  dominant  religious 
tradition,  American evangelicalism and fundamentalism,  had the 
same  religious  texts  and  shared  their  narratives  of  conversion. 
Without  proper  spiritual  leadership and formation in  the  pietist  
tradition’s teaching, many of those who had a profound experience 
of transformation were lek with the fear that their children would 
also have to walk in “the valley of the shadow of death”.   If fear for 
their children trumped faith, there was to hand a ready set of per
sonal moral absolutes erected as if they signalled the life in Christ.  
Great Plains evangelicalism in its various expressions of both doc
trinal and moral absolutism took hold, narrowing the way in which 
spiritual  transformation  was  understood.   Belief  and  behaviour 
became the gospel.11

11 The  eminent  church  historian,  Martin  E.  Marty,  maps  this  process  in  
the religious  life  in  North  America.   A Nation  of  Behavers,  Martin  E.  Marty 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1976). 
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The emphasis on behaviour as primary is strengthened by what 
I call  the moral  imperative of  settlement  communities.   Each com
munity  that  immigrates  to  the  Canadian  west  and  makes  a  new 
home here  is  deeply  vulnerable  for  a  generation or  two.   This  is 
simply given:  a  new context,  new social  and cultural  world,  new 
language and mores, ways of surviving and making a life, di Jerent 
values  and  moral  frameworks,  new  neighbours,  new  enemies,  the 
list goes on and on.   Each new immigrant community has its sense 
of  vulnerability reinforced daily.   One of  the ways of  coping  with 
the new challenges is to insist on a set of moral standards for one’s  
family  and  community,  tightening  the  moral  boundaries  for  the 
sake of survival both within one’s own community and in the new 
society.   A moral breach by one’s child, for example, could have a 
devastating eJect on one’s place in community and society, creating 
an intolerable circumstance.   All resources are thin for immigrants 
and this, it seems to me, is why immigrant communities commonly 
adopt moral frameworks that are tighter than is normal in the home
land and are understood in absolutistic terms that may also have not  
been normal in the homeland.

Moral  absolutism  is  prophylactic  in  character:  it  may  protect 
one from disease and danger but it has nothing life-giving in it.  The 
life of faith, on the other hand, is inherently life-giving and that is  
why these two ways of ordering the world oken run counter to each 
other. 

conclusion

At least some of us are inheritors of this prairie story.   This place 
where we stand is marked by Pietism, both by its genius, the focus 
on personal transformative experience, and by the way it was oken 
if not entirely transformed in the context of Great Plains evangelical  
and fundamentalist movements.   The language we use to reGect on 
experience,  to  claim or  banish  the  remnants  of  experience,  both 
shows and hides,  illuminates and casts shadows.   We stand with a 
great cloud of witnesses.   Someday we shall join them.  For now we 
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are invited to seek to understand how they understood or failed to 
understand.   This is part of the inheritance that has made some of 
us who we are and this place what it is.  Our work to do so oJers the 
oil of gladness to soken our hearts and minds towards those who 
have gone before us so we may also come to walk in the pathways of  
peace where all things are made new. 
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Cam Harder

Pietism
and the Social Transformation

of Norway
_______________

Edited text of a lecture given on January 11, 2010 at
Messiah Lutheran Church, Camrose, and on January 12

at Trinity Lutheran Church, Edmonton, Alberta
______________

Hans  Nielsen  Hauge  was  born  into  a  context  ripe  for  revolution  
―economic,  social,  and  spiritual.   We  shall  look  at  the  catalytic 
impact  Hauge’s  life  and ministry had on Norway and then explore  
some  of  the  ways  in  which  his  approach  to  Christian  ministry 
might  oJer  possibilities  for  the  renewal  of  the  church  on  our 
Canadian prairies. 

hans nielsen hauge’s  life and work in norway

The revolution began with Norway’s  bonder,  the peasant  farmers, 
of  whom  Hauge  was  one.   The  bonder  had  been  struggling  for 
decades.   During  the  century  before  Hauge  was  born,  Norway 
went through severe climate change what we call the “Little Ice―  
Age”.   Between  1650  and  1750,  temperatures  plummeted  and  the 
Norwegian glaciers  grew  dramatically.   Pastures  iced  over,  crops 
failed,  animals  froze.   Every  spring there  was  severe  Gooding  and 
destructive avalanches.   
     Jean Grove and Arthur Battagel document the intensity of that 
struggle in their investigation of Norway’s tax records.   The Loen 
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farm, for example, in NordHord Fogderi lost its outlying Felds and 
its cattle pastures.   Rockfalls damaged its fenced-in buildings and 
large portions of the Felds near the homestead were washed away 
as the nearby river changed course under Good pressure.  The Fsh
ing in the river was ruined.   This tax record, like so many others, 
ends with these words:  “the farm does not nearly pay its way,  so 
that the occupants, one aker another, have been impoverished and 
have had to leave the farm, so that a number of buildings remain  
deserted”.1

     As the peasants were forced to leave their farms, they oken ended 
up  desperately  poor,  displaced  and  out  of  work.   Others  quickly 
grabbed their land.  Foreign investors bought up foreclosed farms and 
then charged unfair  rents  for the land or engaged in unscrupulous  
trade practices.   Norway’s  Church  (Frst  the Roman Catholic,  later 
the Lutheran) and State (which by turns comprised varying conFg
urations  of  Scandinavian  political  alliances)  took advantage  as 
well,  accumulating  land so  aggressively  that,  although the bonder 
constituted almost 90 percent of Norway’s population,  the kings, the 
Church, and the aristocracy eventually, by the end of the eighteenth 
century, had acquired three-quarters of all Norway’s land. 
     Magnus  Notvedt  chronicles  the  story  in  his  book  The  Rebirth of  
Norway’s  Peasantry:  Folk Leader Hans Nielsen  Hauge .2  Notvedt shows 
that  the  Church  collected  real  estate  in  several  ways.   The  king 
would  reward  the Church with land on condition that  the Church 
support a royal enterprise or a new tax law.   The Church also made 
loans  to  bonder  and  then  foreclosed  on  them  when  their  crops 
failed and they couldn’t pay.   And the Church put strong spiritual 
pressure on its members to deed their lands to the church in their 
wills.

1 Jean Grove and Arthur Battagel, “Tax Records from Western Norway as an 
Index of Little Ice Age Environmental and Economic Deterioration”,  Climatic  
Change, 5/3 (September 1983), 265–282.

2 Tacoma,WA: PaciFc Lutheran University Press, 1965.
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     The  State  amassed  its  holdings  by  creating  a  variety  of  mis
demeanours  for which the bonder  could  be  Fned.   Corrupt  sheriJs 
would then milk them further by fabricating charges or  requiring 
bribes  for  ordinary  government  services.   Those  who protested or 
wouldn’t pay had their land conFscated.   
     And  of  course  there  were  tax  arrears.   During  a  period  when 
Norwegian  land  was  at  its  least  productive,  the  government  in
creased taxes enormously.  The obese hierarchy of Church and State 
oIcials developed a taste for luxury that they expected the bonder  
to support. 
     And then there were the wars.   Over the centuries  Norway was 
constantly at war with the Swedes or the Danes, and those military 
campaigns were  expensive.   Ironically,  however,  when Hauge was 
in  his  early  30s,  some  of  the  bonders’  worst  economic  suJering 
occurred  as  a  result  of  Denmark  (which  ruled  Norway  then)  re
fusing to  go  to  war in  this  case  with  Britain  against  Napoleon.―  
In reprisal  Britain  blockaded  Norwegian  ports  and  the  farmers 
couldn’t sell their produce.3 
     The net eJect of all this was to put most of the peasantry, which 
still constituted the vast bulk of Norway’s people, into abject poverty.
     Several  times  from the  Fkeenth  to the eighteenth  century  the 
bonder  rose  up as  a  class  against  their  rulers.   About  the year of 
Hauge’s  birth,  a  wave of  national feeling swept Norway and pro
tests  were  launched  against  Denmark’s  control  of  the  country.  
When Hauge was 15, the bonder under the leadership of Christian 
Lokhus  presented signed grievances  to the Crown Prince regard
ing the tax system, aristocratic privileges, and the power of corrupt  
oIcials,  and when redress of these grievances was not forthcoming 
an uprising followed.4  

3 Keith Thomsen, “Mythic Mutiny” (2006).   Online: <http://slektsforskning
.com/login/person/anetre/tekst/Mythic_mutiny.asp>.

4 Inger  Furseth,  A  Comparative  Study  of  Social  and  Religious  Movements  in 
Norway, 1780s–1905 (Lewiston, NY: Edwin Mellen Press, 2002), 65–70.
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     But such protests were quickly squelched.  The Lokhus revolt, for 
example, lasted less than a year, until the government sent out  the 
military  to  arrest  Lokhus  and  the  peasant  leaders.   This  was 
relatively easy to justify since early on a “vagrancy law” had been 
enacted to prevent the unauthorized travel of bonder  outside their 
home parishes.   The Conventicle Act, passed in 1741, prohibited the 
unauthorized gathering of peasantry.   Interestingly, though ordered 
by King Christian VI, the Conventicle Act, which later played such a 
large part  in  Hauge’s  imprisonment,  was  initially designed by the 
Court  preacher―J.B. Bluhme and  Bishop  Peder―  Hersleb  of  Sjæl
land, and the churches gave it their full approval.  
     The  church  leaders  of  the  day  tended  to  back  the  government  
against  the  bonder  because  church  oIcials  were  appointed  by 
the State and the State guaranteed a good living to them and their 
descendants.   The clergy were  eJectively  an aristocracy who were 
quite happy to keep Fnancial and spiritual control of the bonder in 
their own hands.  
     One of  the eJects was to reduce their  ability to minister to the 
bonder spiritually.   Church leaders tended to emphasize obedience 
and  good  citizenship,  rather  than  the  gospel,  in  their  preaching.  
Some  of  the  sermon  titles  we  have  on  record  from  that  time  are  
illuminating.   One is  titled  “Love of  the Fatherland” and another, 
“The Best Christian is the Best Citizen in the World”.
     And  those  sermons  that  weren’t  exhortations  to  be  good,  un
complaining  citizens  were  either  rationalist  eJorts  to  debunk 
biblical  miracles,  or  oJered  a  kind  of  neutral  moral  pap.   There 
were  such  inspirational  oJerings  as  “On the  Wisdom  of  Placing 
the Cemeteries  Outside  of  the  Cities”  and  “How  to  Grow  Pota 
toes”.  Easter  was  nicely  robbed  of  its  revolutionary  potential  by 
preaching on the theme “The Value of Early Rising”.   The bonder 
began to lose conFdence in their spiritual leaders as corruption and 
abuses of power became became more and more evident.
     So it could be said that not only economically but also spiritu ally, 
Norway’s bonder were starving. 
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     One  of  them  decided  to  do  something  about  it.   Hans,  son  of 
Nil, was born on the Hauge farm in Tune parish, about  Fky miles 
southeast of Oslo, in 1771.  Hans took his surname from that farm, 
which his father owned and managed carefully.   He grew up in a 
modest home with eight brothers and sisters,  under the  Frm rule 
of warm-hearted, but strictly God-fearing parents.   The home was 
run like a co-op.   They all worked hard to contribute to its welfare  
from Monday to Saturday, while Sunday was carefully observed as 
a day for rest  and worship.   Each day there was a  time for  family 
devotions.
     Spiritually,  the inGuences  on Hauge in the  his early years were 
rather narrow.   His reading was mostly conFned to Luther,  Johann 
Arndt, one of the German forerunners of Pietism, and the Danish 
pietist  Erik  Pontoppidan.   And  of  course  Kingo’s  hymnbook  for 
evening  devotions,  and  the  Bible  that  Hauge  carried  with  him, 
oken even during his work.
     During  his  childhood  Hauge’s  spirituality  had  a  somewhat 
brooding character to it.   Twice he nearly drowned in the Glommen 
River and was  rescued by  family.   One of  those times he came so 
close  to  death  that  his  recovery  was  seen  as  miraculous.   Those 
crises  lek him with  a  dread  of  dying.   He felt  that  his  sins  were 
such that  if  he  were  to  die  suddenly,  he  would  certainly  be  cast  
into hell.  
     Though Hauge lived a devout life, that dread never really passed 
until  a  day in April  1796 when he was  25  years  old.   Working in 
the Feld, he began to sing the hymn “Jesus, I long for thy blessed 
communion”, and when he sang the second verse “All  that I am―  
and  possess  I  surrender  . . .  Thou,  only  Thou  canst  my  sadness 
dispel” he says that he suddenly saw with deep sorrow the depth―  
of  his  sin  and  the  world  lying  sunken  in  evil,  but  then,  he  tells 
us, he was liked out of himself, as the love and grace of God over
whelmed him.  He was possessed, he explains, with an inner, burn
ing love for God and for his neighbour, and a deep desire to share  
the gospel with others.  
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     Hauge  began  gathering  groups  of  dispirited  bonder  in  homes,  
inviting them to read the scriptures and to pray together, preaching 
repentance and the grace of God.   There was a powerful response. 
A people who had lost hope now felt that in their struggle God had 
not abandoned them.  
     Initially  Hauge  informed  the  local  clergy  of  these  gatherings, 
but as the response to his work grew, the clergy became more and  
more worried.   Hauge oken railed against government and church 
corruption.   And some of  Hauge’s  hearers,  younger and more ag
gressive, began to strike out preaching on their own.  Families and 
parishes  were  thrown  into  conGict  when  some  received  Hauge’s 
preaching and others didn’t.   This caused Hauge to struggle inter
nally with whether or not he was really doing what God wanted.  
     Given  the  unrest  his  ministry  generated,  it  wasn’t  long just  a―  
year aker he began, during Christmas of 1797 before his ― Frst arrest 
was set in motion by Pastor Feierman in Frederikstad.   That arrest 
was followed by many more over the years until he was eventually  
imprisoned for eight years without trial and two more akerward at 
hard labour.
     While  the  later  arrests  were  carried  out  on  the  premise  that 
he had violated  the  Conventicle  Act,  initially  Hauge’s  economic 
activities were just  as worrying to the authorities.   From a young 
age  Hauge was  handy and inventive,  a  natural  entrepreneur.   By 
the time he reached his  late teens he was known throughout the  
area for the quality of his carpentry, his work as a blacksmith and 
broom-maker,  for  raising  bees,  trading  stock,  book-binding,  and 
inventing  new  ways  of  raising  crops.   These  enterprises  were  so 
successful  that  he  eventually  came  to  own  a  house  in  Bergen,  a 
ship and its cargo.  And being a merchant gave him some freedom 
to  travel,  making  it  easier  to  hold  his  preachings and  spiritual 
gatherings.
     As  he  travelled,  Hauge  saw  the  impoverished  state  of  so  many  
of his  fellow  bonder.   He  felt  strongly  that  Christian  compassion 
compelled  him to  do something  about  their  economic  well-being. 
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Initially  he  thought  about  starting  up  a  publishing  house  co-
operatively owned and operated by displaced bonder on the lines―  
of the early church in Acts 2 and 4.   The printing house would be 
guaranteed work even if it only printed Hauge’s books 33 in total―  

which were selling like hotcakes.   ―
     While that plan didn’t come to fruition, he realized that print ing 
presses need paper.   And in August  of  1801  he was able  to get  the 
license for a co-operative paper mill which he established in Eiker.  
That mill,  and other similar enterprises,  were organized in such a 
way that  the working  families  beneFted from  the  proFts,  the sick 
and elderly were cared for,  and a genuine community of faith and 
work grew up around them.
     Oddly enough, this was the point at which resistance to Hauge 
was oken greatest.   And it came from his friends as much as from 
the authorities.   His friends were disturbed that Hauge should be 
so concerned with “worldly enterprises”.   Some of them had sold 
their  farms  and  businesses  to  wander  around  preaching,  “doing  
the Lord’s business” and quickly found themselves dependent on―  
those  who  hadn’t  done  that.   Hauge  responded  in  his  letters  to 
them by saying that  the practical  work he was doing was one of 
the ways in which he furthered God’s glory on earth and worked 
for  the  beneFt  of  the  neighbour.   In fact  Hauge then went  on to 
establish  a  system  of  elders  in  various  places  whose  job  was  to 
ensure that  both the economic and spiritual  well-being of  his  fol
lowers was being taken care of.   He called it  “joint stewardship”. 
In  his  autobiography,  Hauge  writes:  “It  was  my  heartfelt  desire 
to beneFt  others  and provide  people  with jobs  without  regard  to 
personal glory or self interest.”5 
     But  it  was  this  connection  of  spiritual  and  economic  matters 
that  the  authorities  found  most  worrying.   And  we  might  too. 
Throughout  history  there  have  been  numerous,  and  hideous,  

5 Hans Nielsen Hauge, Autobiographical Writings,  trans. Joel M. Njus (Minnea
polis: Augsburg, 1954), 101. 
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examples  of  religious  leaders  using  a  controlling  spirituality  to 
line their own pockets ironically very much as the State Church of―  
Norway had been doing.   
     A letter by J.N. Brun written from Bergen, October 27, 1810, to the 
County Supreme Court Attorney in Christiania shows something of  
the concerns they had.   He writes: “Nearly all of Hauge’s followers 
are miserable  weaklings,  the least  inGuential  part  of the common
wealth, and therefore could never become dangerous to the state.  . . . 
[But]  it  may  be  that  their  economic  enterprises  are  a  matter  the  
government should investigate. . . . [I]t is entirely possible that there 
are  some  wolves  in  sheep’s  clothing;  that  blunders  are  made and 
that perhaps even frauds are perpetrated.”6

     Joseph  Shaw,  in  his  book  Pulpit  Under  the  Sky, quotes  Sverre 
Steen, who writes about this: “As intolerant as the age was, [still]  
one would reluctantly judge a man because he rescued souls  out 
side of the law’s  jurisdiction; but it was much easier to seize one 
who carried on trade outside the law.”7  And when some of Hauge’s 
employees in Malangen used some of the proFts from their work 
for evangelistic purposes, entrusting Hauge to disburse the funds,  
the  authorities  felt  Hauge  had  in  fact  stepped  outside  the  law.  
Hauge was charged as being in violation of business law and they  
conFscated his home and shipping business.   Hauge was reduced 
to knitting mittens to keep himself alive.  
     In the end however it was his gathering of the bonder for reli 
gious meetings that threatened state and church the most.   Facing 
a  hungry  population  in  a  revolutionary  mood,  authorities  could  
not  allow  Hauge  to  continue  bringing  people  together,  even  to  
pray.   The charge that  Fnally  landed him in jail  was that of violat
ing the Conventicle Act.   As I indicated, he was put in prison for 
eight years of very hard time, without trial.
     In his autobiography Hauge reports about his conversation with 

6 Ibid., 144.

7 Joseph Shaw, Pulpit Under the Sky (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1955), 116–117.  
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the  bailiJ on  his  way  to  prison:  “[S]ince  the  bailiJ,  as  I  experi
enced, did not care for my religious conversation,  I spoke mostly 
with him of various projects for the public good of which I,  here 
and there in the country,  had been the initiator,  of  which I  said,  
‘It is sad to think that they should all be shipwrecked.   Many will 
thereby lose their livelihoods.   But even concerning that I will  be 
at peace, if only I am myself satisFed that I have done what I could 
for the beneFt of my homeland and my fellow men’s beneFt, both 
temporal and eternal.’  ”8

     In  the  middle  of  his  imprisonment,  the  British  blockade  of 
Norwegian  ports  occurred  (to  prevent  the  Norwegians  from  get
ting  grain  from  Denmark,  in  reprisal  for  Denmark’s  failure  to  
join forces with Britain against  Napoleon).   This aJected Norway 
because, as mentioned, Norway was ruled by Denmark.  The trade 
embargo hurt Norway far worse than a similar British blockade of 
France  and its  allies,  because  only  3  percent  of  Norway’s  land  is 
suitable  for  farming.   So  to  feed  its  people  Norway  had  to  trade 
timber and Fsh for grain from Denmark and other north European 
areas controlled at that time by Napoleon or his allies.   When the 
British cut oJ that trade, famine and starvation resulted in Norway. 
The worst year was 1812, when Norway’s own crops failed.  People 
were reduced to eating bread made of rye Gour and pulverized tree 
bark.  The problem was compounded by an embargo on salt which 
prevented  them  from  preserving  any  food  they  had.   The  result 
was widespread sickness and outright starvation.9

     Ironically, the Norwegian government, which had clapped Hauge 
in jail  for his  economic and spiritual  enterprises,  decided  during 
the  embargo  that  they  needed  his  entrepreneurial  ingenuity.   So 
they released him from jail  for  a  while,  aker his  family  posted a 
bond,  in  order  to  set  up  salt  factories  along  the  sea  shore.   And 

8 Hauge, Autobiographical Writings, 128.

9 Wilhelm Pettersen,  The Light  in the Prison Window: The Life Story of Hans  
Nielsen Hauge (WhiteFsh, MT: Kessinger Publishing, 2007), 38–39.
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Hauge  did,  starting  several  businesses  along  Norway’s  southern 
and western coasts.10

     Later, when he got out of jail for good, though broken in health,  
Hauge  continued  to  resist  the  embargo.   He introduced  potatoes 
to the Bakke farm, and got some excellent yields.   Then he rigged 
up  a  mill  along  the  Akers  river  and  used  it  to  grind  grain  for  
the Akershus  military  garrison  in  exchange  for  grain.   At  the 
same time  he  bought  Fsh  from  his  friends  in  Western  Norway. 
And then he took the potatoes, grain, and  Fsh and used it to alle
viate some of  the starvation in his  community.   That  Bakke farm 
fed hundreds  of  hungry people  during  those  grim years  and res
tored a measure of dignity and hope to a displaced and despairing 
bonder.11

     Hauge died in 1824 at  the age of  53,  broken in health from his  
imprisonment and to some extent broken in heart.   His  Frst wife, 
whom he married late in life,  died in childbirth only a year aker 
their  wedding.   He  married  again,  but  all  three  of  the  children 
born  to  his  second wife  died  before  the  age  of  Fve.   And  Hauge 
himself died without seeing many of his dreams realized.   Yet his 
work ignited a movement that within a few decades contributed to 
widespread  change  in  Norwegian  society  and  in  the  lives  of  the  
bonder.  These are some of the eJects of his legacy:

(1)   Hauge supported  the role of women as leaders  in his movement. 
In part because of his work, in 1845 single women in Norway were  
given the right to manage their own aJairs, and in 1880 they became 
legally equal with men.12

(2)   Hauge’s pressures on church control of religion led to the passing 
of the Dissenter Law granting freedom for all Christian religions.

10 Shaw, Pulpit Under the Sky, 129.

11 Ibid., 137.

12 Inger  Furseth,  “Women’s  Role  in  Historic  Religious  and Political  Move 
ments”, Socioloh of Religion, vol. 62, no. 1 (Spring 2001), 105–129.
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(3)   A law was passed in 1842 granting  freedom of trade, preventing 
some  of  the  trade  abuses  the  bonder  had  suJered  under  at  the 
hands of aristocrats and foreign investors.

(4)   A network of social/political connections  was set up by Hauge in his 
travels across Norway.   These became the basis of political parties 
and a host of voluntary associations.   In particular the rise of labour 
unions can be attributed to Hauge’s inGuence.

(5)   Hauge had a powerfully democratizing inGuence on Norway.  First, 
he taught the bonder that a Christian may disobey earthly author 
ities when those authorities are clearly in conGict with God’s Word. 
Secondly, he gave the bonder the tools they needed to participate 
politically.   When people were converted under Haugean preach
ing, the Frst thing they wanted to do was to read the Bible.   To do 
that they had to be able to read.   In fact  one of  the earliest  nick
names for the Haugeans was “the Readers”.   Of course once they 
could read the Bible they read everything else, newspapers, books.  
And  in  his  small  groups  Hauge  taught  them  the  value  of   their 
own opinion,  the importance of the “priesthood of believers”.   So 
they discussed what they read, and began to write as well.   Hauge’s 
followers became active, informed citizens.
     This discovery by the people of their own “voice” played a key 
role in the abolition of the nobility and Norway’s development of  
a semi-democratic  constitution  aker  its  secession  from  Denmark 
to Sweden in 1814.   It became harder and harder for the “educated 
classes” to claim that only they had the right to rule.   The Haugeans 
proved  that  they  had  the  common  sense  to  run  the  country  and 
were among those Frst elected when Norway got a parliament.  So, 
in  many  ways,  it  was  during  Hauge’s  time  and  just  aker  that 
Norway found and articulated itself as a nation.13 

13 Iver  B. Neumann,  “State  and  Nation  in  the  Nineteenth  Century:  Recent 
Research on the Norwegian Case”,  Scandinavian Journal of History , vol. 25, no. 3 
(September, 2000), 239–260.
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the haugeans in alberta

Eventually,  Hauge’s  followers  came to the United States,  in several  
waves,  in the latter part  of the nineteenth century.   They were re
ceived by an American Lutheranism that had already been strongly  
inGuenced  by  German  Pietism.   For  example,  Lutheran  pioneer 
Henry Melchior Muhlenberg, who came to the Carolinas to plant 
Lutheran missions thirty years before Hauge was born,  was a pro
duct of the Pietist centre of Halle in Germany.  
     Looking for cheaper land, many Haugeans moved up into Canada 
at the beginning of the twentieth  century.   Dr George Evenson in 
his  history  of  the  Evangelical  Lutheran  Church  of  Canada  tells  
about  the  Hauge  Synod’s  settlement  in  central  Alberta. 14  It  ori
ginated from a “Bardo” settlement (so named from the home town 
of the settlers in the county of Troms in Norway)  near Crookston, 
Minnesota.   In 1894 a number  of  these families  moved to Alberta 
and their  pastor  Bersvend Anderson  started  the  Bardo  Lutheran 
Church in what is now ToFeld.  
     Anderson  then helped  to  organize  the  Scandia  congregation in 
the Armena district in 1901.   Another Haugean, Haktor Moe, started 
several congregations in the area west of Lacombe, of which Grace 
Lutheran  (Bentley)  is  the  only  remaining  congregation.   And  in 
1905,  T.T.  Carlson  began  work  in  Camrose,  Bawlf,  Dinant,  Hay 
Lakes, Round Hill, Kingman, and New Norway.   All of these were 
Haugean  churches,  though  Messiah  Lutheran  (Camrose),  Bawlf, 
and  Dinant  are  now  merged with  other,  non-Haugean,  congre
gations.   Pastor  Andreas  T. Hjortaas  started  the  congregation  in 
Ryley in 1908 and went from there to organize Sharon Lutheran in 
Calgary and Central Lutheran in Edmonton.   These congregations 
are all still active. 
     In  1911  some  of  the  ToFeld  folks  moved up  to  the  Peace  River 
country and started the town of Valhalla.   It was Chester Ronning’s 

14 George Evenson,  Adventuring for Christ:  The Story of the  Evangelical Lutheran  
Church of Canada (Calgary: Foothills Lutheran Press, 1974), passim. 
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father, Halvor, another Haugean, retired from his mission work in 
China, who began the Lutheran congregations there.

hauge’s  legacy for the canadian church

I’d like to examine three elements of Hauge’s work that, while they 
may have been distorted or lost,  hold real promise for revitalizing  
our  church  and  Canadian  society:  Frst,  the  public  nature  of  his 
faith; secondly, his emphasis on the formation and leadership of the  
laity; and Fnally, his view of the church. 

(1)   Public integration of faith and work.     Hauge lek a strong legacy of 
economically and spiritually  integrated co-operatives in Norway.  
The  early  Haugean  immigrants  to  Central  Alberta  brought  with 
them Hauge’s emphasis on spiritual discipline and individual hard 
work that helped them through the early days of pioneering hard 
ship.   Unfortunately  Hauge’s  emphasis  on  co-operative  economic 
activity was harder to maintain.   It eventually gave out in the face 
of  the  individualism  and  competition  so  characteristic  of  North 
American capitalism.   What  did persist,  though,  was  his  concern 
for the sick and elderly.   A number of  institutions for health and 
long-term care were set up on the prairies by Haugeans and other  
Norwegian settlers.  
     Hauge’s emphasis on faith active in love, as Luther would put it, 
is  essential  to reclaim for two reasons.   First,  because  committed 
Christians who don’t  have their eyes turned outward,  will  tend to 
turn them inward.   Deep faith can be distorted into a  self-centred 
concern  for  preserving  one’s  personal  purity  and  piety.   Occas
ionally  I’ve  heard  people  who  claim a  Haugean  heritage  confess 
sin that  they have committed in a  relationship to another (some 
times  involving  serious  harm)  but  demonstrate  anxiety  only  in  
terms of  the  way that  sin stains their  own  character.   They have 
been  apparently  unaware  of,  or  less  concerned  about,  the  harm 
done to  the  other  and how they might  participate  in  restitution,  
reconciliation, or healing.  
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     Canadian Pietists  have  oken been criticized  for  this  emphasis 
on  morally  correct  behaviour,  personal  righteousness.   To  be 
honest, it began with Hauge himself.   In his early years Hauge had 
a  pattern of  piety  so  scrupulous  that  at  one point  he  considered 
laughter  unbecoming for  a  Christian,  let  alone dancing,  drinking, 
or card-playing.  
     However,  as  he  grew  older  Hauge  got  wiser.   Let  me  share 
several examples.   When his friends criticized his impious involve
ments in business Hauge said the Bible’s  injunction to “deny the  
world”  means  resisting  destructive  temptation,  not  despising  life 
in the body or despising the world God loves.   It is  in the world that 
God’s  mission happens,  that God’s  glory is  realized,  he said.   And 
we are called to participate in that mission.
     Later when Hauge was temporarily released from his imprison
ment  to  build  salt  factories,  his  friends  were  scandalized.   They 
discovered  that,  to  support  himself,  Hauge  had  returned  to  his  
practice of knitting mittens.   But now these were  fancy mittens,  not 
just  plain  ones.   And he  was  shaving  and travelling  on  Sundays! 
Even worse,  in his latter years at  the Bakke farm he served wine  
on  festive  occasions.   In  fact  in  1818  he  was  rebuked  in  a  letter 
from  one of  his  followers  for  having  a  brandy still  at  his  home.  
But  Hauge  was  unfazed.   He  replied  that  he  hadn’t  found  that 
making brandy was a sin, but if he ever did come to that opinion, he 
would “chop his boilers to pieces at once”.15 
     Another time Hauge visited several of his followers in Hallingdal 
and Numedal.   Hauge writes  that  “a fair  number  of  them were  so 
strict in their self-denial that I had to remind them  oken that  they 
ought not to discard the innocent [habits or behaviours] along with 
the blameworthy.”16 

15 Shaw, Pulpit Under the Sky, 171. 

16 Lars  Walker,  “Hauge  and  Social  Change”.   150th Anniversary  Address, 
Hauge  Lutheran Church,  Kenyon,  Minnesota,  June 28,  2009.   Online:  <http:
//brandywinebooks.net/?post_id=2842> (last accessed May 21, 2010). 
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     Hauge also resisted the tendency of many of his followers to put 
on a melancholy appearance as if  they were constantly worried―  
about  their sins or,  more likely,  the sins of others.   Hauge’s  spir
itual  awakening  had  lek him  with  a  joy  that  he  couldn’t  always 
contain.   One  day  a  lay  preacher  upbraided  Hauge  for  walking 
so briskly and upright as  if  he were  a  “child of  the world”.  ―  The 
preacher suggested that Hauge walk more like John Haugvaldstad,  
another lay preacher, who meandered along like someone who had 
the weight of the world on his shoulders.   So Hauge played along. 
He slouched, pulled down the corners of his mouth, and walked for 
a  week  in  a  caricature  of  Haugvaldstad  until  his  friends  Fnally 
begged him to desist which he happily did. ―
     Unfortunately that joie de vivre didn’t always make it across the 
ocean.   Sometimes Canadian Pietists have been better known for 
their avoidance of dancing and drinking than for their joy in the 
Lord  or  their  social  activism.   In  fact,  though  Haugeans  would 
accuse the church of cheap grace, which I’ll return to momentarily,  
we have too oken been guilty of  cheap  holiness.   Cheap holiness is 
that holiness which relies on simplistic rules to ensure that one is 
actually living a life that reGects love for God and the neighbour. 
The Pharisees in Jesus’ day were keen on that too.  But cheap holi
ness comes with two insupportable assumptions.   The  Frst is that 
our clean living secures our value in the sight of God.  Jesus’ parable  
about the Pharisee and the tax collector (Luke 18:9–14) makes it clear 
that it is God, not ourselves, who determines our value.  Secondly, 
it  assumes  that  what  is  good for  oneself  or  one’s  neighbour  is  a  
simple matter that can be easily  broken down into predetermined 
practices.   In  reality,  however  the  good  is  heavily  inGuenced  by 
contextual matters, and to know what  is  truly good  for oneself  and 
one’s neighbour requires careful discernment.   One neighbour may 
need to eat more, another to eat diJerently, a third to abstain from 
eating.  One neighbour may need prescription drugs, another may 
need to be helped oJ her addiction to them.   A deep love for  the 
neighbour means treating the neighbour on his or her own terms, 
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not as the object of a general rule.   And it requires careful listening 
to the neighbour, rather than predetermining what the  neighbour 
needs.
     The second reason that integration of faith and work is so im 
portant for Canadians is that conversation in Canada about public  
policy  generally  doesn’t  really  engage  the  deep  worldviews  that 
make us  tick.   Maybe it  springs from a Canadian desire to avoid 
conGict.   Or it may be a distortion of multiculturalism.   Whatever 
the cause, Canadians tend to talk pragmatically.  In its presentation 
of  important social  issues,  the Canadian press  oken just  gives us 
numbers how many people are in favour of a policy, how many―  
against.   But  the  deep  values,  convictions,  beliefs  that  underlie 
those policies aren’t well examined.
     As  a  result  the  worldviews  of  our  powerful  decision-makers 
are oken  not  publicly  challenged.   In  my  own  work  with  farm 
bankruptcy, I have never seen the “survival of the  Fttest” thinking 
that  lies  behind  many  of  our  agricultural  policies  (supporting  
those  with the least  need and ignoring those with the most  need) 
publicly contested as a worldview.  Hauge wasn’t afraid to bring his 
Christian values into his economic and social enterprises.   He  was 
able to challenge state policies that devalued the bonder,  because 
he knew, and publicly confessed, that God has chosen the weak (I  
Corinthians 1).
     Churches  that  don’t  take  their  faith  and  work  out  into  their 
communities  are  withholding  their  giks  from the  very  place  they 
are most needed.   A public gospel brings hope to communities that 
feel crushed by economic disaster, widespread illness or addictions,  
or  any  of  the  forces  that  overwhelm  us.   Believing  that  the  God 
who was cruciFed is with them in their own cruciFxions can give 
the courage to try something new.   And when they try there  is  a 
chance at least that something will change.  That’s a key conviction 
behind the Ronning Centre, and behind CiRCLe M our Centre ― for 
Rural  Community  Leadership  and  Ministry:  we  know  that  
churches can help change their communities if they  are willing to 
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listen to their community’s needs and share the church’s giks in an 
engaged, public way. 

(2)   The discipleship  and leadership of  the  laity.    I  encountered this 
Haugean  legacy  in  a  potent  way  in  my  second  parish,  serving 
Messiah  Lutheran  in  Camrose,  Alberta.   Let  me  share  several 
examples.
     My  practice  was  to  end  a  home  visit  with  prayer.   At  the  end 
of my  Frst home visit,  as I was reGecting on what to pray about― 
assuming that I  would do the praying as had been the case in my  
previous parish the lay person broke in with her own prayer.  ―  To 
my delight, I discovered that these people had been taught how to 
pray, together.   And over the years my wife and I have been deeply 
blessed by reminders from a Messiah prayer group that met and―  
perhaps  still  meets faithfully  Wednesday  mornings  to  pray  for―  
their church, each other, and their community. 
     I also found at Messiah that a relatively independent network of  
small  group  Bible  studies  existed.   Individual  groups  were  con
stantly  emerging  and  re-forming  with  little  or  no  initiative  on  
the part of the clergy.   When I sat in on one of these groups occa
sionally,  I sensed there was a real conFdence among many of the 
people  about  their  ability  to  interpret  the  Bible  for  themselves.  
They knew that theology is something that belongs to the people 
and is not just the domain of educated theologians. 
     This  was  brought  home  to  me  aker  leading  my  Frst  worship 
service  in  Camrose.   We  were  getting  used  to  a  liturgy  that  had 
some signiFcant theological changes in it, one of which was a line 
in the  confession  of  sin that  says  “we are  in  bondage to sin and 
cannot  free  ourselves”.   That  line  seemed  to  imply  that  it  is  im
possible  to conform one’s  life  to the Gospel  no matter how hard 
one tries.   For Pietists that  was hard to swallow.   Hauge’s  revival 
was  in large part  a  reaction against  corrupt  church oIcials  who 
talked  the  talk,  but  didn’t  walk  the  walk.   Hauge  believed,  with 
James, that real faith will express itself in action.  
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     So  immediately  aker  the  service  two  respected  lay  people  in
dependently took me aside and strongly expressed their discomfort 
with the “in bondage to sin” language.  I quickly realized that I had 
two options either to drop this new confession and return  ― to the 
old one,  or to re-interpret it  in a way that  oJered some room for 
sanctiFcation.   I chose the latter and we got into a great theological 
discussion.   Some  grudgingly  accepted  the  new  confession,  but 
others lek it out when they got to that part.  Either way, I discovered 
that  my authority  on  its  own  was  not  enough  to  determine  the 
issue.  For  these Christians the interpretation of  scripture was not  
something to be dictated by clergy but something to be worked out 
in conversation with the laity.  They knew that their voice counted. 
And, sometimes to my impatience and discomfort, other times to my 
delight, they weren’t afraid to share their theological opinions with 
me and others.
     This  interest  in reading the Bible  and forming their  own opin
ions about it is important not just for the church but for Canadian 
culture.   Northrop  Frye,  Canada’s  late  great  literary  critic,  once 
said  that  the  loss  of  biblical  literacy  in  Canada  among  average 
Canadians means that one day most of us will no longer be able to 
understand the great classics of the West, because they are studded 
with biblical allusions.
     Of  course  the  implications  are  even  greater  for  the  church.  
Increasingly, it  seems,  those who come to seminary have had very 
little  biblical  education or  formation  in  the  disciplines  of  prayer,  
and  personal  witness  to  their  faith.   And  when  these  students  do 
graduate, presumably somewhat more formed in the faith, it is easy 
for them to become the “sage on the stage”  in their  congregations.  
They can end up being the “cognoscenti”,  those in the know,  dis 
playing their  knowledge to  an increasingly  unknowing  people.   It 
is too  easy  for  us  clergy  unwittingly  to  infantilize  our  people―
to  turn them into congregations of  spectators,  who enjoy  a good 
religious show, but have very little to oJer themselves. 
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(3)   The Church’s mission as discipleship,  Christian formation.     Hauge 
was  deeply  concerned  that  the  church had  come to  be  a  kind  of  
marvellous spectacle rather than a mechanism for deep formation 
in  discipleship.   He  railed  against  those  who  attended  church 
regularly,  trusted  the  sacraments  to  magically  secure  their  well-
being, but showed little evidence of growth in their ability to apply 
their faith to daily life.  Hauge calls it a “sin against grace” using―  
the term in a similar way to BonhoeJer’s  “cheap grace” that  is,―  
a grace  which  takes  God for  granted.   This  isn’t  the  grace  which 
discovers  God’s  mercy  at  the  point  of  despair  in  oneself.   It’s 
rather  a  kind  of  ignorant  high-handedness,  like  a  master ’s  who 
expects  a  servant  to  be  at  hand when  called but  not  to  interfere 
otherwise.  It’s not the grace which one Fnds when one surrenders 
one’s  own  judgement  to  God’s,  but  a  grace  which  glosses  over 
the harm one  is  doing,  leaving  oneself  unchanged.   It  treats  God 
not as the Lord of life but as a Divine Butler, or perhaps a Divine  
Agent,  setting up weekly entertainments for us through his clergy 
clients.
     So  Hauge  can  speak  of  people  “embracing  idolatry  in  their 
church-going,  reading,  prayers  and songs”. 17  He even goes  to  the 
extreme of saying “Alas!   What does it help to pray,  to read,  to be 
baptized, and to receive the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper.  It is all 
so much foolishness.”18   
     Yet,  Hauge himself  was  a  regular  churchgoer  right  to the  end 
of his  life.   That  was  even  aker his  church  and  government  took 
his livelihood, attacked his ministry, and threw him in jail for ten  
years, most without trial.  In his Fnal years on the Bakke farm and 
at  Bredtvedt,  Hauge’s  name appears  regularly  on the list  of  com
municants  at  the  Gamle  Aker  church.19  And  he  was  distressed 

17 Andreas AarGot,   Hans Nielsen Hauge: His Life and Message , trans. Joseph M. 
Shaw (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1979), 163.

18 Ibid. 

19 Ibid. 
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when his followers took his critique of the church as a reason to  
stop  attending  church  and  to  despise  the  sacraments.   In  the 
preface  to  his  Collected  Sermons, Hauge  recalls  his  readers  to  the 
example  of  the saints  who “had fellowship with God in his  holy  
temple  . . .  honoured  his  sacraments  for  the  purpose  God  in
tended . . . and used them with hearts dedicated to him”.
     So,  like  Luther,  Hauge  had  no  desire  to  abandon  the  church. 
Rather he wanted the church to  equip its people with the powerful 
Word of Life.   He wanted to move the church away from a culture 
of Christianity lived like a spectator sport where the clergy are the 
heroes and the only real  practitioners,  where  the people  are  just 
there  to  Fll  the  seats  and  the  coJers.   He  wanted  to  recover  the 
church as the bringer of a Word that powerfully forms and trans 
forms our relationships with God and others. 
     He was of course  Fghting an old battle.   It is  the battle against 
the  church  as  spectacle,  rather  than  as  spiritual  formation,  that 
he Fghts, not against order or liturgy as such.   It really is an  extra
ordinary irony in the history of Christianity, that we ultimately took 
as our model of churchly success the Roman Colosseum in which so  
many thousands  of  Christians  were  tortured  and dismembered  to 
the cheers  of  the crowds.   The worst  of  that  persecution occurred 
under  Roman  Emperor  Diocletian  for  nine  bloody  years  between 
a.d. 303 and 311.   Diocletian ordered Christian homes and buildings 
torn down, their sacred books collected and burned, and Christians 
themselves denied the protection oJered to other citizens by Roman 
law.   Christians were arrested, tortured, mutilated, burned, starved,  
and  forced  into  gladiatorial  contests  to  amuse  spectators.   Just 
one year  aker  this  persecution  ended,  it  was  a  Roman  Emperor,  
Constantine,  who,  on  the  day  before  the  battle  of  the  Milvian 
Bridge,  looked  up  to  the  sun  and  saw  a  cross  of  light  above  it,  
along  with  the  Greek  words  T  (“By  this,  conquer!”).20 

He  commanded  his  troops  to  adorn  their  shields  with  a  Chris 

20 Eusebius Pamphili, Vita Constantini, I, xxviii.
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tianizing  symbol  (the  chi–rho),  won  the  battle,  and  claimed  the 
Emperorship in the West for himself.  
     Constantine was a powerful  patron of the church.   But it may 
be that  his  patronage  undid  the  church  more  eJectively  than 
Diocletian’s  persecution  ever  could.   For  he twisted  the  faith  of 
the CruciFed  One,  the  faith  of  the  few  and  the  weak who  ac― 
cording  to  Paul  are  the  ones  God  has  chosen.   He  turned  that 
faith into  a banner  for  empire,  a  religious  cloak  for  the  Roman 
Empire’s  ambitions  to  dominate  through strength,  power,  and 
size.
     And so the many cathedrals and basilicas that Constantine built 
or  transformed in  the  years  following  had  more  in  common  with 
the  spectacle  of  the  Colosseum  than  the  intimate,  faith-forming 
groups of the early church.   In fact if  you go to Rome to-day and 
see the Colosseum you’ll  notice that a lot of it is missing.   Where 
did all that stone go?  To a great extent it was taken by the church 
to build its  houses  of  worship.   I  suppose  one could see that as a 
kind  of  divine  recycling,  but  the  sad  reality  is  that  the  churches  
built  with  those  bloody  stones  were  inside  too  much  like  the  
Colosseum from which they were taken.   Because the church that 
grew out of Constantine’s patronage continued to use the cross as 
an  excuse  for  military  conquest,  and  grew  to  love  power  and 
prestige and the privilege of a chosen few, it abandoned, or at least 
sidelined, the poor and the oppressed.  Its gold became the symbol 
of divine approval.   
     And today we still celebrate the model of the church as a great 
theatre,  Flled to the brim, gathered around a marvellous religious 
spectacle, and Gush with money.  It is still the secret dream of most 
churches.   Young  seminarians  dream  of  preaching like  Peter,  or 
Billy  Graham,  Flling  the  pews  with  listeners  who  hang  on  their 
every word.   Parish councils  dream of  Flling the seats,  Flling the 
oJering  plates,  becoming  known  as  the  successful  church  in  the 
community.   How oken haven’t we put on a service or event where 
the numbers were high and said, “Now that was a success.”
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     Then  on the  other  hand,  how oken have  you heard  of  a  rural 
or suburban  church  which  has  got  smaller,  perhaps  because  the 
population  has  moved  away how  o― ken  have  you  heard  them 
say: “Now,  Fnally,  we  are  small  enough  to  be  the  church  Jesus 
intended.   Small  enough  to  know  each  other  intimately,  small 
enough  to  share  each  other’s  stories,  to  pray  and  care  for  each  
other,  to  give  the  young,  the  old,  the  poor,  and  the  weak  a  full  
voice in this place,  small  enough to be accountable to each other 
and responsible  for  each other.   Small  enough that  we can work 
out  in  detail  together  what  it  means  to  be  a  follower  of  Jesus  in 
the grocery  store,  at  the  oIce,  in  school,  in  the  hospital  with 
aging parents, or out on the tractor.”   That was Hauge’s dream, as 
he gathered people  in homes and under the sky many churches―  
small enough to build disciples well.
     I  haven’t  heard  that  dream  articulated  oken.   But  I  know  of 
many places that are living it.   I can think of a little church, out on 
the prairies in west central Saskatchewan, not of my denomination. 
It  has  one  hundred  per  cent  attendance  each  Sunday,  except  if 
someone is  sick,  and then all  go to visit  that  person  aker  church. 
They read the scripture together each Sunday, discuss its meaning 
for  their  lives,  share their  joys  and struggles,  pray for  each other,  
and  work  hard  together  in  their  community  to  make  it  a  better 
place to live.   Periodically a priest  comes by and gives them news 
of the  wider  church,  helps  them think through any theological  or 
practical diIculties, celebrates the sacrament. 
     That’s  the  kind  of  church  Hauge  aspired  to.   It’s  the  kind  of 
church we say that we want to be.  So one would think the leaders 
of that little church would be invited to church conventions to talk  
about their secrets for deep discipleship.  But that church only has 
eight members.   So its denominational  oIce is  working to shut  it 
down.
     Hauge’s issue with the church was not its liturgy or its order.  It 
was  its  love  of  size  and  power,  its  love  of  wealth  and  clerical  
privilege.   He  longed  for  a  recovery  of  the  hands-on  experience  
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of the  early  church.   In  Acts,  though  Luke  reports  there  were 
thousands of  converts, it  appears that they gathered in homes,  in 
groups  about  the  size  of  most  rural  churches,  where  they  could 
know each other’s faces,  where they could interpret the scriptures 
together,  pray for one another’s  speciFc needs,  tell  the particular 
stories of God at work in their lives, care for each other, and work 
together like a handful of yeast in the batter to catalyse new life in  
their communities.
     Oddly  enough,  the  Conventicle  Act  of  1741,  which  Hauge was 
originally jailed for violating,  had something of  that intent  in its  
original thrust.   The Act encouraged pastors to gather their people 
to hear the Word of God even outside of the Sunday services.   But, 
perhaps because the authorities were frightened of what the Word 
might do in untutored hands, the Act subjected all of this devotional 
activity to clerical control.   No one could meet without the church’s 
permission and supervision.  And that’s where Hauge simply couldn’t 
obey.
     So  Hauge leaves  us  with the  question:   What  kind  of  a  church 
could we be if  our  people  took the Bible  into  their  own hands,  if  
they  knew  their  faith  and shared  it  accountably  in  small  groups?  
What  kind of  a country could we be  if a  church like that took its  
faith, active in love, out into its workplaces and its political life?
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Pietism and the Sacraments in the Christian Life:
The Contribution of Erik Pontoppidan
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Most of this essay is based  a lecture given on Monday, January 25, 2010, at 
Messiah Lutheran Church, Camrose, and on Tuesday, January 26,

at Trinity Lutheran Church, Edmonton, Alberta
_______________

What is Pietism?  Carter Lindberg warns us that “Pietism―at least 
in its broad sense―has been a slippery phenomenon to grasp, and 
its  denition  and  explication  have  been  controversial.”1  “Clichés 
about Pietism”, he continues, “could ll many pages. . . . Pietism has 
been  associated  with  medieval  mysticism,  radical  Reformation 
enthusiasm,  and  charismatic  outbreaks  which  elevate  religious 
experience  over  doctrine  and  thus  appear  inimical  to  theological 
study  and  reGection”.2  Even  though  “there  may  be  appreciation
for  Pietism’s  hymnody,  devotional  writings,  missionary  impetus,  
and social  contributions  . . .  Pietism itself  has  not  generally  been 
thought of as a major theological movement”.3 

In  addition,  Lindberg  remarks  that  “a  major  contemporary 
research issue concerns whether Pietism is a concept  that  re ects 

1 Carter  Lindberg,  ed.,  The Pietist  Theologians (Malden,  MA: Blackwell  Pub
lishing, 2005), 1–2.

2 Ibid., 1.

3 Ibid.
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a particular  period  of  history  or  an  ahistorical  typological  con 
cept”.4  To the extent, however, that Pietism may be considered in 
historical  terms,  the  question What is  Pietism? must  be  linked to 
the further question, When did it exist?   It was  rst identied and 
named in the late seventeenth century.  

The  term “Pietist”  was  initially  used  in  the  1670s  for  the  fol
lowers of Philipp Jakob Spener (1635–1705), the so-called father 
of  Pietism.   In  a  letter  of  1680 Spener  refers  to  the  term as  a 
label  of  abuse  and  derision.   The  term  came  into  wide  use 
through  a  famous  poem  in  1689  by  the  Leipzig  professor  of 
rhetoric  Joachim  Feller  (1628–91),  a  member  of  a  local  Pietist 
circle: “What is a Pietist?   One who studies God’s Word / and 
also leads a holy life according to it.  . . .  (Piety must  Frst of all 
nest in the heart)”.5

Some  modern  scholars  accept  this  dating,  while  expanding  the 
denition of Pietism.  Johannes Wallmann maintains that Pietism 
“begins with Spener and extends into the 18th century because it  
was  Spener  who provided  the  distinctive  characteristics  of  Piet 
ism as a historical  phenomenon, namely,  the development of the 
conventicle  movement,  or  the  ecclesiola  in  ecclesia (a  little  church 
within  the  church);  the  chiliastic  hope  for  ‘better  times’;  and  a 
pronounced  emphasis  upon  Bible  reading  and  study”. 6  Others, 
like  Martin  Brecht,  place  Pietism’s  origins  earlier,  with  Johann 

4 Lindberg, 2.

5 E. Fahlbusch and G. W. Bromiley, eds., The Encyclopedia of Christianity, vol. 4 
(Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans and Leiden: Brill, 2005), 218.   The term derived 
from  the  “collegia  pietatis”,  meetings  of  Spener’s  devout  followers  that  he  
began holding as early as 1670,  and echoed the title  of  his seminal  book,  Pia  
desideria (Frankfurt, 1675).
6 Fahlbusch  and  Bromiley,  218.   InGuential  and  controversial,  Spener  held 
prominent preaching positions in Frankfurt (1666–86), Dresden (1686–91) and 
Berlin (1691–1705).   In spite of his reputation, whether he was actually a Pietist  
or not has been a subject of dispute.
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Arndt (1555–1621).7  According to Brecht, “the scope of Pietism extends 
from Arndt into the 20th century and includes English Puritanism,  
the  nadere Reformatie (further Reformation) in the Netherlands,  the 
devotional  movements  in  Germany,  including  Radical  Pietism,  as 
well as Zinzendorf and the Moravians. Furthermore, Methodism and 
the awakenings are seen as continuations of Pietism”.8   Brecht argues 
for  expanding  “the conception of  Pietism to a transnational  and 
transconfessional phenomenon beginning with the diIculties of the 
post-Reformation churches in  bringing  about  a Christian life  and 
society”.   In the context of a church and world in need of renewal, 
Pietism “developed new forms of personal piety and social life that 
were  oken critical  of  the  Zeitgeist,  led to far-reaching  reforms in 
theology and the churches, and lek profound impressions on social 
and cultural life”.9  The Pietist scholar Erich Beyreuther, however, 
has looked back earlier still, and “viewed Pietism as a renewal and 
development of Reformation and post-Reformation theology”.10 

“Pietism” is evidently a term that covers diverse and sometimes 
rival religious tendencies.  Without attempting to reconcile all the 
diJerent opinions about it, this lecture will simply focus on a par 
ticular  theological  issue―the  understanding  of  Baptism and the 
Lord’s  Supper  and their place in the Christian life―as it  is  pre
sented  by  the  one  author  most  responsible  for  planting  Pietism 
Frmly in the Scandinavian world, Erik Pontoppidan, in Sandhed til  
Gudfrygtighed (Truth unto Godliness), his exposition, published in 
1737,  of  Martin  Luther’s  Small Catechism.   This  volume  has  been 
used to inform the faith and shape the lives of thousands of people  

7 Lindberg,  2–3.   A  Lutheran  pastor,  then  superintendent,  Arndt  is  best 
known as the author of Wahres Christentum (True Christianity, 1605–10); it is the 
emphasis in his devotional writings on the union of the soul with Christ that  
links him to Pietism.  Spener was strongly inGuenced by his writings.

8 Fahlbusch and Bromiley, 219.

9 Ibid., 218.

10 Ibid., 219.
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in Europe and, eventually, North America.   What were its theolo
gical principles and tendencies?

erik pontoppidan and his catechism

Constituted authorities oken disapproved of the Pietist movement; 
the  Pietist  practice  of  bringing  laymen  together  in  conventicles  
for scriptural  study  could  easily  appear  to  present  a  threat  to  the 
status quo  in  both  state  and  church.   There  were  exceptions  to 
oIcial hostility, however, and one of them was King Christian  vi 
of  Denmark  (ruled  1731–46).   Pietism  had  arrived  in  the  lands  of 
the  Danish–Norwegian monarchy11 at  an  early  stage  and  during 
the early eighteenth century acquired a strong following through 
out the area.  So far from resisting it, Christian vi sought to promote 
pietistic  Christianity through legislation.   A series  of  laws issued 
between 1735 and 1741—in part inGuenced by Philipp Jacob Spener’s 
Pia  desideria of  two  generations  earlier—were  designed  with  the 
idea of training the people in the pietistic spirit.   The most impor
tant  of  these  laws was  the  ConFrmation  law  of  January  13,  1736. 
The revival  of  the practice of  ConFrmation was  meant  to ensure 
that children, having been baptized, were then raised as true Chris
tians and pious citizens.   The measure can be seen as a systematic 
attempt to unite the entire church and therewith the entire society  
into  a  pietistically-inspired  whole,  thus  overcoming  the  tension 
that otherwise existed between the oIcial state church on the one 
side and the pietistic conventicles as renewal centres on the other  
side,12 as well as, more generally, between government and people.  
A catechetical text was essential to guide people’s progress toward  
ConFrmation.   Spener’s  classic  exposition of  Luther’s  Small  Cate
chism, entitled  Einfaltige Erklarung der christlichen Lehr  (Simple Ex

11 Norway was united to the Danish crown between the Union of Kalmar (1379) 
and the post-Napoleonic settlement when it was transferred to Sweden (1814).

12 Bernt T. Okestad, Tarald Rasmussen, and Jan Schumacher, Norsk Kirkehistorie 
(Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1991), 158.
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planation of Christian Doctrine),13 had already appeared in a Danish 
version;14 but it was judged long and hard to read.  Something more 
suitable  for use among the Danish and Norwegian populace was 
called for, and it was natural that  the Court Preacher at Copenhagen, 
Erik Pontoppidan, should be commissioned to produce it.

As  a  result,  Pontoppidan  (1698–1764)  became  the  foundational 
Fgure for the pietist religious outlook in Denmark and Norway.  Born 
in Aarhus, Denmark, aker an education including study in England 
and Holland he had pursued an ecclesiastical career that had led to  
his appointment as Court Preacher in 1735.   He was by then already 
known as the author of a devotional  work entitled  Heller Glaubens- 
Spiegel (Mirror of Faith), published in German in 1727.15  The success
ful publication of a celebratory history of the Danish Reformation 
and  of  his  catechism  were  further  steps  forward.  In  1747  he  was 
appointed bishop of Bergen.16  During his years in Norway he wrote 
a glossary of the language and a study of the natural history of the 
land;17 but as a bishop, though he accomplished a few reforms,  he  
encountered such antagonism that he was obliged to retire back to 
Copenhagen in 1754.   The remaining decade of his career was  Flled 
with academic work and further publications.

13 Einfaltige Erklarung der christlichen Lehr, nach der Ordnung dess kleinen Catechismi  
des  theuren Manns Gottes  Lutheri.   In Fragen und Antwort verfasset . . . (Frankfurt, 
1677). 
14 Den christelige Lærdoms eenfoldige Udleggelse eker D. M. Lutheri liden Catechismi 
Orden . . . (Copenhagen, 1728).

15 Heller Glaubens-Spiegel, in welchem die Kennzeichen der Kinder Gottes vorgestellet 
werden (Frankfurt, 1727).  Thirteen years later it came out in Danish translation  
as  Troens  Speyl,  forestillende Guds Børns Kiende-Tegn (Copenhagen,  1740).   On  the 
bicentenary of its  Frst appearance an English translation was published:  The  
Mirror of Faith (Minneapolis: Augsburg Publishing House, 1927).

16 In  his  younger  days  he  had  spent  some  time  in  Norway  employed  as  a  
private tutor, and perhaps then acquired an interest in the country.

17 Glossarium Norvagicum  (Bergen: Kothert,  1749);  Det første  Forsøg  paa Norges 
naturlige Historie, 2 vols. (Copenhagen: Berlingske Arvingen Bogtrykkerie, 1752–53).
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Pontoppidan’s exposition of Luther’s  Small  Catechism, as already 
mentioned,  appeared  in  1737.18  Its title,  Sandhed  til  Gudfrygtighed 
(Truth unto Godliness),  was drawn from Titus 1:1:  “Paul,  a bond 
servant  of  God  and  an  apostle  of  Jesus  Christ  according  to  the 
faith of God’s elect  and the acknowledgement of the truth which  
accords  with  godliness”,  a  verse  expressing  the  pietist  intention 
that  “the correct teaching shall  lead to the pious life;  the correct  
knowledge of God shall guide the relationship with God himself”. 19 
The work consisted of  759 questions and answers,  a considerable 
reduction  from  the  1,283  in  Spener’s  Simple Explanation.   In  com
piling  it  Pontoppidan naturally  relied  Frst  of  all  on  the  material 
supplied by Luther.   Evidence indicates that he also made full use 
of  Spener’s  work;20 so  much  so  that  Pontopiddan’s  biographer 
concludes  that  he is  not  so  much the author  as  the editor  of  the 
new explanation of  the catechism.21  To the content  of  this  work 
we now turn.

the order of salvation: conversion and regeneration;
living and dead faith

A  notable  feature  of  Pontoppidan’s  explanation  of  Luther’s  Small  
Catechism is its analysis of the “order of salvation”.   This appears in 
the discussion of the Third Article of the Catechism, on sanctiFca

18 Sandhed  til  Gudfrygtighed,  udi  en  eenfoldig  Forklaring  over  sal. Doct. Morten  
Luthers  Liden  Catechismus (Copenhagen:  det  Kongelige  Waysenhuses  Bog
tryckkerie, 1737)

19 Michael  Neiiendam,  Erik  Pontoppidan (2  vols.,  Copenhagen:  G.E.C.  Gads 
Forlag, 1933), II, 81.

20 Andreas  AarGot,  Tro  og  lydighet:  Hans  Nielsen  Hauges  kristendomsforståelse 
(Oslo: Universitetsforlaget, 1969), 123–124. 

21 Neiiendam,  II,  84.   Ivar  Welle  describes  the  book as  a  shortened and re 
vised edition of Spener’s more pietistic explanation of the catechism.   Where 
Pontoppidan deviates from Spener, Norwegian Christianity has done the same  
(Norges Kirkehistorie III (Oslo: Lutherstikelsens Forlag, 1948), 126).
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tion, comprising questions 471–547.22  The focus is on the individual’s 
conversion and the order is that of the stages each person must go  
through  in  order  to  be  converted  and  thus  saved.   The  order  has 
six parts  that  follow each other as  phases on a time-line: the call,  
enlightenment,  regeneration,  justiFcation,  renewal,  and  preserva
tion.   Pontoppidan explicitly  identiFes the essence of  the order of 
salvation as conversion: “The order is called order of salvation.   It 
consists in true conversion to God.”23

He deFnes regeneration—the third phase of the order—as when 
“the person receives a living faith, is awakened from spiritual death,  
converts and is led over from darkness to light, from Satan’s power 
to God” (q. 487).   In a more detailed description he says that it “is a 
work of God in the person’s heart.   It receives in an incomprehen
sible manner a new nature, a new light in the mind and a new long 
ing, desire and power in the will.   Accordingly there arises a whole 
new life in those who before were spiritually dead.   The Scriptures 
call this a new heart, a new spirit, a new person or a new creation” 
(q. 488).   A person can know that he is regenerated by “the serious 
change in his  heart  and the new giks  of  grace which make him a 
new and diJerent person” (q. 491).

Pontoppidan was concerned that the truth should lead to a living  
faith that results in a godly life; thus he distinguishes between a living 
and a dead faith.24  A true and living faith “consists in that a penitent  
soul takes his refuge in God’s grace in Christ’s merit, which it receives 

22 References  to  Sandhed til  Gudfrygtighed (except  for  the author’s  summary) 
will be given by question number, valid for diJerent editions.

23 “Kort Begrep” (Brief Summary), point 25.  Torleiv Austad has observed that 
for Pontoppidan “it is the adult’s Christian faith and life that is the pattern for  
the child and young person”.  Torliev Austad, “ ‘Sandhed til Gudfrygtighed’, En 
analyse av Pontoppidans katekismeforklaring”, a chapter in Brynjar Haraldsø,  
ed.,  KonFrmasjonen i går og i dag  (Oslo: Verbum, 1986), 179.   This results in the 
reason and the will both playing a decisive role in conversion.  Ibid., 180.

24 His understanding of the true nature of faith is also set forth in his earlier  
Heller Glaubens-Spiegel.
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eagerly, appropriates and builds on with heartfelt conFdence” (q. 493). 
He also uses Luther’s description of faith from his introduction to the 
Epistle to the Romans, where he speaks of faith as a divine work in us  
that transforms and rebirths us of God, kills the old Adam, makes us 
completely  diJerent  persons  in heart,  spirit,  mind,  and all  powers,  
and it brings with it the Holy Spirit (q. 494).25

Dead faith on the contrary is a “false imagination that the im 
penitent sinner makes as if to receive grace although they will not 
convert  and  seek grace  in  the  right  order,  but  remain unchanged,  
when therefore faith’s nature is to change the person” (q.  497).  Such 
a person does not have any true faith at all “even if they know all of 
God’s word, hold it to be true, and take comfort in it” (q.  498).   He 
concludes that there is no true faith “so long as faith only remains  
in the head and does not come into the heart, or kills the old Adam 
and regenerates them to new persons” (q. 498).

One can know whether or not one’s  faith is living or dead “by 
its powerful eJect in the heart, namely love to God and neighbour,  
hate for sin, and victory over the world, the right use of the means 
of grace, and so forth” (q. 499).

In his keenness to promote living faith, Pontoppidan exempliFed 
the most profound and most scripturally authentic motive impelling 

25 In a passage now oken quoted, Luther wrote: “Faith .  . . is a divine work in 
us which changes us and makes us to be born anew of God, John 1[:12–13].   It 
kills  the old Adam and makes us altogether diJerent men, in heart and  spirit 
and mind and powers; and it brings with it the Holy Spirit.  O it is a living, busy, 
active, mighty thing, this faith.  It is impossible for it not to be doing good works 
incessantly.   It  does  not  ask whether good works are to be done,  but before  
the question is asked, it has already done them, and is constantly doing them.  
Whoever does not do such works, however, is an unbeliever.   He gropes and 
looks around for faith and good works, but knows neither what faith is nor  
what good works are.  Yet he talks and talks, with many words, about faith and  
good works.”  “Preface to the Epistle of St. Paul to the Romans” (1546 (1522)), in 
Luther’s Works, J.J. Pelikan et al., editors, vol. 35,  Word and Sacrament, E. Theodore 
Bachmann, editor (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1960), 370. 
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the pietist movement.   At the same time, his meticulous analysis of 
the  conversion  process  must  have  done  much  to  spread  the  view 
among  some  later  Pietists  that  a  conscious  conversion experience  
was an indispensable event in every real Christian’s life.

baptism among the means of regeneration

SigniFcant  for  our  theme  is  the  way  Pontoppidan  sets  forth  the 
means of regeneration.   He states that it  happens “with the small 
children through the water and the Spirit in the sacrament of bap 
tism but with the older who by security or wickedness’ sin are fallen 
from the  grace  of  baptism and regeneration’s  state,  it  is  received 
anew by God’s Word, the imperishable seed, I Pet. 1:23” (q.  489).  In 
his section on baptism he addresses the question, “Why is baptism 
called  a  washing  of  regeneration?   Because  baptism is  a  means  of 
regeneration for  the  young,  just  as  the  Word is  for  the older  the 
means  of  regeneration”  (q. 665).   He  also  adds  another  question. 
“Isn’t baptism then the only means of regeneration?  No, the Word 
has the same power and eJect.   I  Pet.  1:23”  (q. 693).  Pontoppidan 
makes it  very clear that both baptism and the Word are means of  
regeneration.   Baptism  is  the  means  of  regeneration  for  the  child 
and the Word is the means of regeneration for the adult.

This  is  further supported in his  answer to the question “What  
beneFt do we have by baptism?”   “We get the forgiveness of sins in 
baptism.  It frees us from death and the devil's power.  We get eternal 
life when we believe this word and promise of God.  God's word and 
promise  read  as  follows:   Mark  16:16.   Those  that  believe  and  are 
baptized  shall  be  saved.   But  those  that  do  not  believe  shall  be 
condemned” (q. 653).

Pontoppidan prefers to speak in terms of forgiveness of sin rather 
than freedom from the curse of the law.  Thus baptism gives a “wash
ing of forgiveness for original sin and the sin we do ourselves.  We 
remain free of sin’s punishment, and sin’s power and might remain 
suppressed in the baptized—by Christ’s power” (q. 655).   Also bap
tism  frees  from  death,  giving  believers  “entrance  to  eternal  life” 
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so “spiritual  and  eternal  death  has  lost  all  its  power  over  them” 
(q. 656).

He does not refer to the law at  all  in this  section on baptism.  
Even  when  discussing  sorrow over  sin  and how  it  arises  or  how 
one  comes  to  recognize  sin  there  is  no  mention  of  the  law.   He 
states concerning sorrow over sin: “It  shall not only arise by fear 
of sin’s punishment, for then it is like Ahab’s hypocrisy in I Kings 
21:27J.   But  also especially by hatred of  sin itself  and by contem 
plating God's love and works,  that he shows a sinner his terrible  
ingratitude against such a good and faithful God” (q.  684).26  Else
where,  in  the  Frst  part  of  his  explanation,  Pontoppidan  teaches 
that the law is proFtable and that through it comes the knowledge 
of sin (q. 48).  Thus he does not reject the law; it appears, however, 
that he is weak in presenting it as the instrument God uses to work 
in  the  baptized  repentance  and a  true  knowledge of  sin  and the 
curse of law from which the baptized has been redeemed.

baptism among the sources of comfort

Pontoppidan also recognizes the comfort of baptism, stating that it  
comforts  us  in  a  great  way.   “For  the  covenant  always  stands  fast 
from God’s side, so the door of grace stands open for the sinner who 
repents  and  seeks  grace”  (q. 691).   He  adds:  “Yes,  God  stands  the 
whole day with out-stretched arms of  love in order to receive and 
embrace the lost sons who come home again to the father's house” 
(q. 691).  The emphasis and nature of the comfort, however, seems to 
diJer from what Luther describes.  Luther stresses the givenness: it 
has been brought to me and is wholly mine.   Pontoppidan stresses 

26 Luther also acknowledged this approach: “To be sure, I did teach, and still  
teach, that sinners shall be stirred to repentance through the preaching or the 
contemplation of the passion of Christ,  so that they might see the enormity 
of God’s wrath over sin, and learn that there is no other remedy for this than 
the death of God’s Son.”   Against the  Antinomians (1539),  in Luther's  Works, J.J. 
Pelikan et  al.,  editors, vol.  47,  The  Christian in  Society  IV,  Franklin  Sherman, 
editor (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1971), 110.
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that it has been given but you must come to it.   This may be due to 
the pietistic reluctance to proclaim the gospel full strength without 
any  strings  attached  lest  it  be  abused  and  lead  people  to  a  false 
security.

Another illustration of this is Pontoppidan’s answer to the ques 
tion, “How can he [i.e., the Christian believer] get more of conFdence 
and faith’s cheerfulness?” (q. 690).   Here there is no mention of the 
sacraments.  He says: “By prayer and diligent reading and studying 
of the gospels attracting and drawing him by Jesus’ kind invitation” 
(q. 690).27  

Baptism is confessed as the delivery point, “the means by which 
we come in fellowship with Christ, and partake in his work” (q. 658).  
Pontoppidan is in basic agreement with Luther and the Confessions, 
even  quoting  Luther  speciFcally  on  what  baptism  signiFes.   The 
Gospel content of baptism, however, is not here set forth as it was by  
Luther, who presented baptism as a source for daily renewal and the 
coming forth of the new man. 

baptism as gift and as covenant

The gikness of the sacraments is clearly expressed in Pontoppidan’s 
deFnition of a sacrament as “a holy act, commanded by God where 
he by visible means oJers,  gives,  and seals  his invisible grace and 
his good, heavenly giks” (q. 635).  These words seem to be close to 
Luther’s notion of baptism as an act and gik of God which gives a 
person unmerited grace.

The point at  which Pontoppidan begins to speak of  baptism in 
a diJerent way  is  when  he  calls  baptism  a  covenant  because  “in 
baptism one enters a mutual agreement (arrangement),  where God 
promises to man and man promises to God” (q. 667).   God promises 
to man “deliverance from sin, death, and the devil, and participation  
in eternal life and salvation” (q. 668).  On the other hand, man prom

27 This  author would have preferred to see  a  more deFnite  presentation of 
baptism as truly a comfort of the Gospel.
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ises to God “that he will renounce, abandon, and resist the devil and 
all his works and all his ways, which are sin in its dominion, and also 
that he will believe in God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit” (q.  669). 
At  this  point,  Pontoppidan  goes  further  than Spener  in  regard  to  
what is required of man in the covenant of baptism.  Spener speaks 
of the covenant of baptism as one in which God has promised salva
tion and has already actually given it, while we have promised him 
faith and obedience.28  The covenant that God has made with us is 
something for us to think on and be encouraged by in our faith and 
obedience to God.29  The good that we have received in baptism is a 
motivation to godliness.   For Pontoppidan, it is indeed possible for 
the believer to keep the baptismal covenant through the grace of God, 
but  doing  so  is  more  strenuous,  calling  for  “watchfulness,  prayer,  
and daily struggle against the devil and his nature.   (Phil.  4:13)” (q. 
670).   This understanding of covenant in relation to baptism bears 
resemblance to that of Luther writing in 1519: “you pledge yourself  
to continue in this  desire,  and to slay  your  sin more and more as  
long as you live, even until your dying day.  . . .   So long as you keep 
your pledge to God, he in turn gives you his grace.” 30  However, this 
way of referring to baptism is no longer found in Luther’s writings  
on the subject in 1528 or later.  Thus it would seem that the 1519 piece 
represents  only  the early,  not  the mature Luther.   This  synergistic 
understanding  of  covenant  causes  baptism,  in  my  estimation,  no 
longer to be Gospel, that is, pure gik. 

From this cursory examination of Pontoppidan’s description of 
baptism it appears that he has brought something into the concept  
of  baptism  that  in  the  Fnal  analysis  results  in  baptism  no longer 
being pure gik in the way that Luther and the Confessions speak of  
it.  Thus he is on the road to losing the Gospel quality in baptism.

28 Einfaltige Erklarung, q. 1052.
29 Ibid., q. 1054.
30 Martin Luther, “The Holy and Blessed Sacrament of Baptism” (1519), in 
Luther's Works, vol. 35, Word and Sacrament, 33–34.
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the sacrament of the altar:
nature and effects

Pontoppidan answers the question,  “What is the Sacrament of  the 
altar?”  and  the  next  question,  “Where  is  it  so  written?”  with  the 
answers that Luther gives to these questions in his  Small Catechism 
(qq. 702, 703).   The Lord’s Supper was instituted by our Lord Jesus 
Christ  in the night  in which he was betrayed unto death (qq.  704, 
705).  There are two kinds of elements present: the earthly and visible, 
bread and wine, and the heavenly and invisible, the true body and 
blood of Jesus Christ (qq. 711–713). The Lord’s Supper was instituted 
for true Christians who have attained such age and understanding 
that  they can examine themselves  but  not  for  the  mentally  ill  or 
under age children.  (q. 722).   Only penitent and believing disciples 
should eat the bread and drink the wine.  Those who walk as enemies 
of his Cross ought in no way to partake of the Lord’s Supper (q.  723). 
The ungodly have no right to the Lord’s supper or any beneFt from 
it so long as they live in unrepentance and an unconverted condition.  
For just as a dead person cannot take food into his body so neither  
can one spiritually dead (that  is,  one who is  impenitent,  therefore  
called a living dead) be served with spiritual food (q.  724).   The un
godly  cannot  be  awakened and improved  by  participating  in  the 
Lord’s Supper because the Lord’s Supper is a conFrming sacrament. 
Therefore one must Frst be converted from the heart through God’s 
grace (q. 725).   Many people go to God’s table who do not fear God, 
because they do not know God’s will  and unjustly seek comfort in  
the Lord’s Supper (q. 726).

Pontoppidan again  uses  Luther’s  answer  from  the  Small  Cate
chism to the question “What beneFt is there in eating and drinking?” 
The believer has the forgiveness of sins, life, and salvation before 
he comes to God’s  table but  in the holy sacrament he receives a 
certain  security  of  this,  namely  that  the  body  and blood which 
atoned for sin won for us life and salvation (q.  731).   The believer 
receives  in  the  sacrament  not  only  an  assurance  of  the  coming  
eternal life but also a powerful strengthening of the spiritual life  
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which was  begun  with  regeneration,  faith,  hope,  love,  patience,  
humility,  prayer,  and  all  the  Spirit’s  fruits  of  Jesus’  abundance  
(q. 732).   This bodily eating and drinking can produce such great  
things because of the words “given and shed for you,  for the re 
mission of sins”, as Luther stated in his  Small Catechism.   The one 
who believes these words has what they declare and state, namely, 
the forgiveness of sins (q. 733).

The most important precondition for the use of the Holy Supper 
is, as Luther said, faith in the words “for you”; also, acceptance that 
a  penitent  soul  in  conFdence  and  faith  receives  and  personally 
appropriates  to himself  what  Christ  has done for him (q.  734).   A 
Christian shall also especially give attention to the words “do this in  
remembrance of me” (Luke 22:19) when he participates in the Holy 
Supper.  Remembering Christ’s suJering for us strengthens our faith 
and awakens again in the soul a burning love through the contem
plation  of  Jesus’  incomprehensible  love  in  suJering  for  us.   The 
heart  rejoices  in  our  Saviour,  thanks,  praises,  and  gloriFes  him 
(q. 736).  If one should  Fnd that he has no hunger or thirst for the 
sacrament then he should look into his own heart to see if he is still  
Gesh and blood and believes what the Scriptures say about it (q.  740). 
Before the Lord's Supper, one shall Frst pray from the heart for the 
Holy Spirit's help to see this as a high and holy act.   Then one shall 
examine  oneself  according  to  Paul's  word  in  I  Corinthians  11:28 
(q. 744).

the sacrament of the altar:
self-examination and worthiness

Pontoppidan turns again to Luther for the answer to the question, 
“How should we receive this sacrament in a worthy manner?” Fast 
ing and bodily preparation are a good external discipline, but he is  
truly worthy and well prepared who believes these words: “for you”  
and “for the forgiveness of sins”.   On the other hand, he who does 
not believe these words, or doubts them, is unworthy and unprepared,  
for the words "for you" require truly believing hearts (q.  755).
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Is  there  any person  worthy to  receive  this  heavenly  meal?   If 
salvation should consist in being sin-free then there is no one who  
can be found worthy in this life.   But according to God's word the 
worthy and well qualiFed are those who seek grace out of humility, 
with a longing, repentant and honest heart, through faith in Christ  
alone  without  their  own  merit.   Therefore  advise  a  humble  and 
struggling soul that they above all use the sacrament to strengthen 
faith when in their spiritual poverty they themselves know that they 
are most unworthy for it (q. 754).

We must examine ourselves before we participate in the Lord's 
Supper because misuse and unworthy use works eternal death in 
the place of life and salvation (q.  753).   This self-examination shall 
be based upon the criteria of our sorrow and contrition over sin,  
faith  in  Christ,  and  a  new  purpose  (q.  747).   We  shall  assess  our 
sorrow and contrition concerning  sin  by  examining our  lives  on 
the basis  of  the  Ten Commandments  according  to  their  spiritual  
meaning, our inherited sin, and all our daily sins.  We shall inspect 
our  whole  Christianity  in  faith,  in  all  our  works,  thoughts,  and  
words,  and deeds,  our obligations to God, to ourselves,  and to our 
neighbour, our prayer, our Bible study, our daily struggle against the  
spiritual enemies, especially against sin.   We should think whether 
we from the heart  are bowed down and ashamed over our failures 
against such a good God, who certainly knows still more sins than 
we ourselves have noticed.   We should examine if from our hearts 
we hate all sins and if we live in love and obligation with our neigh
bour or if we keep back something which we owe him (q.  748).   We 
should examine if we have adequate knowledge of God, His nature,  
will, and goodness, especially concerning Christ and his redemption 
and the Holy Supper, considering if we have given room for the Holy 
Spirit so that the knowledge not only sits in the head but is living  
and powerful in the heart; if we out of divine conviction have given 
our acceptance of God’s word; if we have a true hunger and longing 
aker  God’s  grace  in  Christ  and  an  inner  conFdence  in  Christ’s 
completed work for us; if we seek all our salvation in the blood of  
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Christ  alone;  and if  especially  ours  is  not  a  dead,  false,  imagined,  
and self-made faith, but a true and living faith which also changes 
the heart (q. 749). 

But  what  if,  on  the  basis  of  spiritual  sorrow  or  strong  soul 
struggle, one can neither feel nor Fnd faith, what then?  Then one 
shall seek aker faith’s unfailing sign, fruit and work.  For they also 
witness of  true faith (q. 750).   The surest  and enduring work and 
fruit of faith is a hearty hate and detestation against all sin, espe 
cially  against  one's  own  evil  disposition.   The  next  is  a  genuine 
love to God and one’s neighbour, but most to faith’s own children 
(q. 751). 

How shall we examine our new purpose?  1. We should ask our
selves if we have a real and not an empty purpose concerning our  
will  to preserve faith and a good conscience,  so that  we not  only 
will give renunciation to all our sins of weakness, without except 
ing any, but also that we will in increasing degree purify us from  
foolishness, indiscretion, and failings of weakness.  And especially 
ask if we will awake and Fght against our main enemy with great 
fervour.   This  involves  our  dear  besetting  sins,  yes,  leaving  every 
chance to sin, bad company and doubtful things.  2. We should ask 
ourselves  if  we will  be  more  faithful  and  serious  in  love  to  God  
and neighbour; if we will give more attention to ourselves and our 
call in life and in all that belongs to Christianity.  3. We should ask 
ourselves if we in Christ’s power have come to a decision to stand 
fast in this to the end, even if we must suJer for it,  yes, even if it 
means death (q. 752).

A  Christian  shall  conduct  himself  when  using  the  sacrament 
with awe,  thinking on God’s  holiness and incomprehensible love 
to  us  persons,  and  with  a  knowledge  of  his  own  unworthiness, 
turn his  mind and senses  from earthly  things,  lik up his  soul  to 
God,  meditating on Christ’s  suJering,  death,  and atonement  and 
longing  aker  inner  fellowship  with  Him;  and  especially  receive 
the  sacrament  in  prayer  and  faith,  with  humility,  thankfulness,  
and joy (q. 757).
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the sacrament of the altar:
obligations

Pontoppidan spoke to the issue of the right use of the sacraments  
in a way that indicates his awareness of the opus operatum problem.31 

He  aIrmed,  “Yes.  they  [Christians]  should  thank  God  for  such 
means  of  grace  and  neither  neglect  nor  despise  them.   On  the 
other hand they should rather not blindly depend on these means  
so that one uses them without true repentance and faith” (q.  160).

Aker  participating  in  the  Lord's  Supper  the  Christian  shall 
keep  himself  near  to  his  soul’s  Bridegroom,  not  only  for  one  or  
some  few  days,  but  constantly.   He  shall  thank  and  praise  Him 
with  all  power  for  the  great  grace  which  He  has  shown  toward 
him; watch over this grace,  encourage himself  in faith,  hope and  
love; despise the world; have a continually stronger longing aker 
Jesus; preach His death in word and deed, seek to restore the good 
he up till  now has neglected; willingly follow Jesus in this  small  
way; and especially show himself to be a living member of Jesus’ 
body in daily renewal until the end (II Cor. 5:15; I  Peter 2:24; Gal. 
2:20) (q. 758).  Pontoppidan concludes his explanation of  Luther's 
Small Catechism with  this  question:  “Can  we  be  certain  to  die  a 
blessed  death  when  we  believe  this  and  live  in  fellowship  with  
Jesus?”   “Yes, when we are certain that we are God's children and 
heirs to heaven” (q. 759).

Notwithstanding Pontoppidan’s endeavour to be faithful to the 
Scriptures on the reception and use of the Lord’s Supper, it seems 
to this writer that he ends up turning the attention of the faithful  
person inward.   Passing the self-examination tests can easily become 
the criterion for a worthy participation in the Lord’s Supper, and  
thus a form of merit.   Failure to meet this standard, which is very 
subjective and not  clearly rooted in Scripture,  can exclude needy 

31 In the context of Lutheran theology, this means regarding the sacrament as  
something that  works  automatically,  requiring  no further  response from the 
recipient.
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sinners  or  at  least  frighten them away from the  very  grace,  pro
vided by a gracious God, that they need to live as disciples of Jesus.
  

diffusion and influence of
pontoppidan’s  work

Pontoppidan’s Sandhed  til  Gudfrygtighed  was  required  reading  in 
Denmark–Norway from the time of its publication until 1794.  It was 
then oIcially replaced by a new work, but it retained its popularity 
in many quarters, especially in Norway, throughout the nineteenth 
and on into the twentieth century.32  In addition to the original text, 
in the Norwegian catechetical tradition there have been two major 
abridgements  of  Pontoppidan’s  work.   The  Frst  was  done by  H.U. 
Sverdrup in 1864 and the second by J.R. Sverdrup in 1897.   The 1864 
abridgement was translated into English by E.G. Lund in 1900 and 
was widely used in America.   In this way what Pontoppidan gave to 
the church continued in the task of teaching the faith and shaping 
the life.   Pontoppidan’s explanation of Luther’s  Small Catechism has 
been  considered  by  many  church  historians  to  be  the  layman’s 
dogmatics in the Norwegian awakening movement.33  The historian 
of the Norwegian church, Ivar Welle, has said that “next to the Bible 
no  book  has  exercised  so  great  an  inGuence  on  the  Norwegian 
people.   It  has above all  impressed upon them the true nature of 
Christianity.”34

conclusion

The  writer  has  sought  to  let  Pontoppidan  speak  for  himself  in  
regard to his understanding of the sacraments and their place in  
the  Christian  life.   In  his  work,  as  in the  Pietist  movement  as  a 

32 See Henrik Horstboll, “Pietism and the Politics of Catechisms: The Case of 
Denmark  and  Norway  in  the  Eighteenth  and  Nineteenth  Centuries”  (2003),  
online:  <http://www.landsarkivetkbh.dk/multikulturel/aktiviteter/Pietisme
papers/henrikhorstboll%20Catechisms.eng%203.pdf> (last accessed May 14, 2011).

33 AarGot, 124.

34 Welle, 124. 
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whole,  one  can  discern  a  juxtaposition  of  sometimes  disparate 
elements.   First,  and  most  importantly,  Pontoppidan  anchors  his 
teachings in the Scriptures  This is evident in his treatment of the 
sacraments;  we have seen that for him the sacraments are biblic
ally  based,  rooted  in  our  Lord  having  instituted  them,  with  His 
words determining their  meaning and signiFcance.   They are not 
presented as optional but as having a central place in being means 
by which Christ and all of His saving giks are delivered to us.  They 
have a vital role in establishing and maintaining the Christian life. 
The inGuence of Luther’s Small Catechism oken reinforced this biblical 
element in Pontoppidan’s writing.  Spener’s commentary on Luther, 
however, may have done something mediate it; and what is revealed 
by comparing Luther’s presentation of the sacraments in the  Small  
Catechism with the way Pontoppidan explains them, especially in the 
context of preparation for receiving the Lord’s Supper, is the latter’s  
distinct tendency to stress  inwardness and self-reGection—a recog
nizable mark of the Pietism generated by the circumstances of his 
own time and society.

Individualism  and  subjectivism,  associated  with  Pietism,  were 
also  features  of  another  element  in  Pontoppidan’s  thought,  the 
Enlightenment, especially its morality.35  Though not as obvious in 
the context of the sacraments as elsewhere in his work, Enlighten 
ment moral values may be discerned in the insistence on responsible 
conduct that coloured and perhaps warped his discussion of both 
the obligations of the baptismal covenant and the requirements for  
worthiness in the reception and use of the sacrament of the altar. 
Such a moral emphasis may also have expressed a natural, all but 
instinctive  desire  on the  part  of  a  member  of  the  Danish  ruling 
establishment to shape a nation of loyal, obedient subjects.   In later 
years (as  papers elsewhere in this publication note), at times when 
the fervency of the emotional  Fres of Pietism died down, what was 
likely to remain was the grey ash of a dour moralism, and of this,  

35 This is well brought out by Horstboll, 5J.
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too, foreshadowings can be detected in Pontoppidan.   We may con
clude that his numerous readers took from Pontoppidan what they 
were ready and able to receive; and notwithstanding his ideological  
limitations, for many earnest Christians this proved to be a vision of  
life according to the Gospel.
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David J.  Goa

Pietism and the Bible in the New World:
Reading for Friendship, Reading for Proof

______________

Edited text of a lecture given on Monday, February 1, 2010, at
Messiah Lutheran Church, Camrose, and on Tuesday, February 2,

at Trinity Lutheran Church, Edmonton, Alberta
______________

the night the word became
the word about the word

Let me begin with a memory of a story. It is a story of this place,  
Camrose,  and,  in  particular  ways,  it  may remind some of  you of  
your story,  speaking to similar themes and challenges.   It begins a 
few blocks from Messiah Lutheran Church,  in the spring of  1939. 
My father had been in Canada for eleven years.  He and my mother 
had  studied  at  Canadian  Lutheran  Bible  Institute  (CLBI),  studied 
with the man they chose to be my godfather, Otto Eklund, the tall  
and regal Swede, who had a reasonable command of both Hebrew 
and Greek.   My father had  Fnally saved enough money to buy the 
Thompson  Chain  Reference  Bible  I  have  in  my  hand  and  it  had 
arrived just a few days earlier.  He did itinerant preaching for CLBI, 
and  on  this  day  the  precious  Bible,  along  with  other  books  and 
sermon texts,  was in the briefcase he had carefully placed in the  
baggage compartment before he got on the Sunburst Bus to Edberg.  
It  was  pouring  rain  and  quite  dark  for  that  time  of  year.   If  my 
memory serves me, the bus travelled east of Camrose to Highway 
56,  then  south  towards  Meeting  Creek,  turning  at  Highway  609 
toward Edberg.  The gravel road was slick and muddy, and not far  
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from Edberg the driver moved to the right side of the road as a car 
approached them.  It was pitch dark.  The mud and ruts were having 
their way with the bus.   As he passed the car, the bus driver pulled 
just a little closer to the edge of the road and, slowly, inevitably, the  
bus was dragged farther to the right, oJ the road and down into the 
ditch, where it came to an abrupt halt.   In a moment the electrical 
system of the bus succumbed to the water in the ditch.   The shock 
silenced everyone.   For a few moments the dark embraced them.   It 
seemed a long time before the driver got out of his seat and walked  
down the aisle with a  Gashlight,  checking to see if  anyone was in
jured.   He slogged through the water that kept gushing in through 
the door and down the aisle.   Those on the right-hand side of  the 
bus got soaked up to their knees. 

My father’s thoughts quickly turned to his new Thompson Chain 
Reference Bible tucked away in the under-carriage compartment of 
the bus.  The driver got everyone out and sent them wading through 
the water-Flled ditch up onto the mud road.  He then opened the lek 
side storage compartment doors and began  Fshing out the luggage. 
Since my father always arrived a little early for appointments, in
cluding  catching  buses,  his  briefcase  was  now one of  the  Frst  to 
be removed.   It was brimming with the  Frst rush of water that had 
entered the storage compartment.

I do not remember what happened to the other passengers, but 
my father walked down the road to a farm where friends of his lived. 
I don’t know how far he had to walk, nor, regrettably, do I remember 
the name of the family living there.  But here is what I do remember.

Throughout the night my father sat close to the wood stove with  
his  new  Thompson  Chain  Reference  Bible  in  his  hands.   It  was 
soaked, every one of those lovely onion skin pages edged with gold,  
every  one  of  those  two thousand  or  so  pages,  soaked,  the  leather 
binding  soaked.   He  sat  holding  the  Bible  over  the  stove,  turning 
each page carefully so as not to rip it, and trying, initially with a bit  
of desperation, to dry it out.  He quickly realized this was a week long 
piece of work and that his Bible would never be the same again.   He 
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was mortiFed.   The  Bible,  the  word  of  God,  his  Thompson  Chain 
Reference Bible, spoiled.

It was in the early morning hours, alone by the stove, a soaked 
Bible in hand, that my father underwent his second conversion.   In 
the deep of the night he heard the still small voice.  He described this 
moment to me as his conversion from Bibliolatry, from a profound  
misunderstanding that  had become the bread and butter  of  many, 
but not all, evangelicals and fundamentalists in North America and  
that had captured too many Pietists here.   It was an idolatry, a kind 
of Biblical literalism that led the faithful away from the revelation.  
“I was sitting by the stove drying out my Bible when I slowly came 
to realize I was worshipping the Bible as the Word of God instead of  
treasuring the Bible as the word about Jesus Christ, the Living Word 
of God.  So God baptized my Thompson Chain Reference Bible.”  In 
the deep of that rainy Alberta night my father was washed with the  
waters of a second baptism, a baptism of the Word. 

Throughout the rest of his life, when he took this Bible in his  
hands,  as  he did every day,  he also  held that  night  of  his  second  
baptism in his hands.  He heard the wrinkled pages moving with the 
new sound they had acquired by baptism.   The pages whispered to 
him in their still small voice.  It was the constant reminder of a most 
pious  sin,  mistaking  the  Bible  for  the  Word of  God;  the  constant  
reminder that the Word had been made Gesh, not paper and ink, and 
in the  Gesh, the Incarnation, was his friend, his Rabbi and master, 
his  saviour,  even his  saviour from the idolatry of  the Bible.   It  is 
why I call my father the last Pietist to be buried on the prairie.   He 
was saved from literalism and remained open to the existential and 
living  Word  that  was  “made  Gesh,  and  dwelt  among  us”.1  In  the 
deep of that dark night my father came to love the Bible instead of 
worshipping it.  And so it is that at the top of the Gy leaf of his Bible 

1 “And the Word was made Gesh, and dwelt among us (and we held his glory, 
the glory as of the only begotten of the Father,) full of grace and truth” (Gospel  
of John 1:14). 
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he wrote: “Finn Goa Edberg Alta 1939”.  All other notes he made on 
the Gy leaves over the years are scripture citations with a reference 
note.  But this one was the great reminder.

But  the  struggle  with  Bibliolatry  was  not  over.   The religious 
landscape of  Alberta  was  shaped by  a set  of  ideologies  imported 
from America, ideologies that captured the imaginations of so many 
and of virtually all preachers, pastors, and professors.  The struggles 
about how these ideologies  Ft  with Pietism suJused the conversa
tions of our home, the preaching of our church,  and the debates, 
vigorous debates, among the faithful, whether they were becoming 
literalists  or  modernists  or  struggling  to  remain  Pietists.   In  the 
midst of this tussle one thing was clear to me as a child.   My father 
could proof text with the best of them and better than most, or so 
said  my childlike pride  in  my father’s  enormous love,  knowledge, 
and grasp of scripture.   But every evening aker supper, every even
ing of every day when I lived in my childhood home, I would also 
see my father withdraw to the living room, sit in his favourite chair, 
pick up his Bible, pause for a few moments, composing himself and 
“putting aside all earthly cares”.  He would then open his Bible and 
begin to listen: “Hear O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is One.” 2 

He was not searching for proof texts to buttress theological or moral  
arguments.   He was listening for “the still small voice”, listening to 
hear the Word made Gesh in his day’s experience illuminated by the 
Biblical narratives he knew so well, narratives that now made his  
day and “all things new”.  He was engaged in hearing the Bible in a 
radical way, a way that hears the depth, the root, a spiritual listen 
ing.  I will return to this way of reading, this way of listening, this 
way of hearing.   But Frst I want to speak about how the Bible was 
so commonly used and abused in that time and in this place and still  
down to our own day.        

2 “Hear,  O Israel: The Lord our God is  one Lord:  and Thou shalt love the  
Lord they  God  with  all  thine  heart,  and with  all  thy  soul,  and  with  all  thy  
might” (Deuteronomy 6:4). 
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the birth and tragedy of the
co-dependent twins

I would like to invite you to think with me about what happened to  
the reading of the Bible here in North America.   How did it come 
about that the  Frst generation of Pietists who came here, and most 
of their children, opted for a kind of Biblical literalism?   It was so 
for those who came to deFne themselves as liberals as well as for 
those who deFned themselves as “Bible believing Christians”: both 
of these perspectives are deeply literalistic.

We oken forget that a dominant perspective on how to read the 
Bible was already present in this place when Lutherans and other  
European Evangelicals arrived in the last century.  It was rooted and 
shaped  by  American  evangelical  and  fundamentalist  movements 
and  it  was  the  major  dialogue  partner  for  most  Frst  generation 
Pietists.   It provided them with a way of searching the scriptures. 
It reordered their relationship to scripture and oken to their own 
experience of  Jesus Christ.   It  gave them interpretative tools  that 
I argue  were  foreign to  the  way  Pietists  Frst  approached,  listened 
to and heard Biblical narrative.   But how did it happen that people 
who had been saved by the living Christ,  saved from personal des
pair and cynicism, saved to a world in which all things were made 
new, came to adopt scripture as primarily and fundamentally a kind 
of proof text for belief as well as a code of conduct?   How did the 
narratives  of  scripture  that  illumined their  struggles  come  to  be 
proof texts in a battle for both theological and moral righteousness?  
It is surely one of the saddest stories in the Christian history of our 
time and place.  It is the result of the birth of co-dependent twins. 

Two  opposing  views—the  evangelical-literalist  perspective  for 
the understanding of the Bible and the liberal-modernist perspective 
for the understanding of the Bible—have shaped public discourse in 
North America for more than a century.  These two perspectives, born 
of  eighteenth-century  rationalism,  continue  to  provide  the  prism 
through which many people inside and outside the church under
stand the sacred text.  They have also inGuenced, although not in as 
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marked a way, European public conversation.   What seems to have 
escaped most of us is that these twins  are twins,  born of the same 
mother.   And they remain co-dependent twins, needing each other, 
their enemy, in order to survive as the way to read scripture.  They 
need each other for their own identity.  It is so with all neurotic rela
tionships.  Literalists like to see the liberal-modernists as the Frstborn. 
They must battle with them for a proper and historically accurate  
reading of scripture, what they have come to see as the recovery of an  
orthodox set of beliefs and moral practices.   Liberal-modernists like 
to see the literalists as the Frstborn.  They must battle with them for a 
recovery of reason, a historically accurate reading of scripture stripped 
of its superstition and pre-modern clothing.  My sense is that each of 
them sees the other as a scapegoat for the challenges of modern cul 
ture which have been so enormously painful for all who treasure a  
religious perspective.   It is in this struggle of twin perspectives born 
from eighteenth century rationalism that we Fnd the taproot of both 
religious fundamentalism and a kind of narrow liberalism that leads 
directly to a secular fundamentalism in North America. 

I am not going to rehearse the initial birth of these perspectives  
in the eighteenth century and trace their coming to America.  Many 
have written about this chapter in the history of the interpretation 
of the Bible and for those of you who are interested let me recom 
mend Jaroslav Pelikan’s charming and provocative book, Whose Bible  
Is It?   A History of the Scriptures through the Ages  (New York: Viking, 
2005).  But let me tell you a brief story about early liberal-modernism 
so that what I am setting before you is clear.

One year before Thomas JeJerson, the third American President, 
was  elected,  Joseph  Priestley  wrote  Socrates  and  Jesus  Compared 
(Philadelphia: printed by the author, 1803) and published it himself. 
Priestley was a  scientist  and scholar who had tried to disentangle 
“the historical Jesus from the sources about him”. 3  Does that sound 

3 Jaroslav  Pelikan,  Jesus  through  the  Centuries (New  Haven:  Yale  University 
Press, 1985), 189.
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familiar?   It  is  echoed  in  the  “Jesus  Seminar”,  in  the  writings  of 
Bishop  Spong,  Marcus  Borg,  and  so  many  others.   This  book,  and 
other  books by  Priestley,  had  a  profound  inGuence  on  JeJerson, 
who, contrary to common knowledge, was the most inGuential of 
the many who engaged in the quest for the historical Jesus.  Here is 
Pelikan on this moment in American religious history:

JeJerson concerned himself with these problems [the search 
for the historical Jesus] during most of his adult life.  He was con
vinced, as Daniel Boorstin has noted, that “puriFed Christianity 
could promote moral health in the actual setting of eighteenth-
century America.” . . . [JeJerson] had experienced “the diIculty 
reconciling the idea of Unity Trinity” in traditional Christian 
doctrine.   In his judgment, such doctrines as the Trinity were 
not needed to account for Jesus of Nazareth, who was “a man, of  
illegitimate birth, of a benevolent heart,  [and an] enthusiastic 
mind,  who  set  out  without  pretensions  of  divinity,  ended  in 
believing them, and was punished capitally for sedition by being 
gibbeted according to the Roman law.”4

JeJerson set himself the task of extracting the puriFed teaching 
of the New Testament and of Jesus of Nazareth from the surround
ing rubbish in the scripture.  His Frst attempt was carried out in the 
White House in February 1804 over several nights.  With scissors in 
hand he simply clipped out of the Gospels and pasted together only 
those passages that struck him as clearly authentic, separating them 
from  all  those  texts  he  deemed  superstitious  and  irrational.   He 
continued this task for several years and the eventual result  was a  
book titled The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth Extracted Textually
from the Gospels in Greek, Latin, French & English.  A later form of this 
work was presented to all  incoming members of the United States  
Senate well into the twentieth century.5

4 Jesus through the Centuries, 190. 

5 Pelikan, Whose Bible Is It?, 188.
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It is not diIcult to see why Bible-believing Christians, knowing 
what  was  at  work  even in  the  White  House,  would  become  con
cerned and fearful about the scripture they treasured, the narratives 
that illumined their life, the guide posts they found within its pages. 

Now let me give you a story from the evangelical-literalist side  
of the tracks.   There were many debates about evolutionary theory, 
Charles Darwin, and other aspects of science in the church commun
ity of  my childhood.   Considerable  impetus  for these discussions 
came  from  the  infamous  Scopes  “monkey  trial”  held  in  Dayton,  
Tennessee  in 1925.   A movement  of  American fundamentalists  had 
been challenging the right of tax-supported educational institutions, 
from grade schools to universities, to teach any theory of the origins 
of man which, they argued, denied the biblical account of the creation  
of the world.   A twenty-four year old teacher in a high school, John 
Thomas Scopes, was arrested for teaching evolution shortly fol low
ing the passage of a bill in the Tennessee state legislature making it  
a legal oJence to teach biological evolution.   Scopes challenged the 
new law, arguing it  was an oJence against  academic freedom.   He 
was  defended by  the eminent  Chicago criminal  lawyer,  Clarence 
Darrow,  funded by  the  American Civil  Liberties  Union.   Darrow 
squared  oJ with  William Jennings  Bryan,  who had  led  the  Fght 
to establish  anti-evolution  laws  in  the  American  south.   Scopes 
admitted to breaking the law.   The trial turned on whether it was 
permissible to teach evolutionary theory at state expense in public  
schools.   Scopes was convicted and Fned one hundred dollars.   The 
supreme court of Tennessee reversed the decision, arguing that the 
Fne was too large.   The statute itself, however, was upheld and the 
case  continues  to  provide  precedent  in  legal  cases  in  the  United 
States to this day.

This trial became a part of the tradition of fundamentalism in  
North America that spread through a network of evangelical and 
fundamentalist churches to the prairies of Canada.  For several gen
erations and in a good deal of public discourse it framed the way 
science and religions were debated.   It perpetrated a deep amnesia 
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on European evangelical  church people that  had come to settle in  
Canada and particularly on Pietists, a forgetfulness around their own 
deep and abiding connections to the development of science.  I think 
this came about because of a secondary issue that came to the fore 
front in the wake of the Scopes trial.  This was brought to my atten
tion when we had Molly Worthen lecture on “Reclaiming Culture  
for Christ, Intellectual Renewal and American Evangelicalism, 1947–
2008”.   Molly began her lecture by reminding us of the Scopes trial 
and speciFcally of a dispatch submitted to the Baltimore Sun by that 
extraordinary  American  man  of  letters,  H.L.  Mencken.   He  was 
covering the trial and describes going to a religious revival meeting  
on the outskirts of Chattanooga one evening.6

From the great limb of a mighty oak hung a couple of crude 
torches  of  the  sort  that  car  inspectors  thrust  under  Pullman 
cars when a train pulls in at night.   In the guttering glare was 
a preacher, and for a while we could see no one else. He was an 
immensely tall  and thin mountaineer in blue jeans,  his  collar
less shirt open at the neck and his hair a tousled mop.   As he 
preached he paced up and down under the smoking Gambeaux, 
and at each turn he thrust his arms into the air and yelled “Glory  
to God!”

The preacher stopped at last, and there arose out of the dark
ness a woman with her hair pulled back into a little tight knot.  
She began so quietly that we couldn’t hear what she said, but 
soon her  voice  rose resonantly  and we could follow her.   She 
was denouncing the reading of books.   Some wandering book 
agent, it appeared, had come to her cabin and tried to sell her  
a specimen of his wares.   She refused to touch it.   Why, indeed, 
read a book?   If what was in it was true, then everything in it  
was already in the Bible.   If it was false, then reading it would 
imperil the soul . . . .   The  Frst speaker resumed the Goor.   He 

6 H.L.  Mencken,  “The  Hills  of  Zion”,  in  Alistair  Cooke,  ed.,  The  Vintage 
Mencken (New York: Vintage, 1955), 153.
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argued that the gik of tongues was real and that education was a 
snare.  Once his children could read the Bible, he said, they had 
enough.  Beyond lay only inFdelity and damnation.7          

One  of  the  alternative  names  for  Pietists  in  Scandinavia  was  
“the readers”.8  The pietist  spiritual  sentiment  and regard for the 
Bible, much older than the evangelical-literalist twin, can be heard 
in the “fifth Evangelist” Johann Sebastian Bach.9  Pietism has given 
us the great if problematic philosopher Emmanuel Kant, the eminent 
theologian  Friedrich  Schleiermacher,  Johannes  Albrecht  Bengel 
(1687–1752)  commonly  considered  the  father  of  modern Biblical 
studies,  and more.   It  also gave us the many seventeenth  century 
“new” universities  in  Germany  and new  curricula  for  the study 
of and research in science.10  In this place they built the Canadian 

7 Ibid., 156–158.

8 As pointed out in Cam Harder’s lecture, below, p. 40.
9 Philipp Spitta, Johann Sebastian Bach, translated by Clara Bell and J.A. Fuller-
Maitland (New York: Dover Publications,  Inc.,  1951),  vol.  1,  p.  364,  draws this  
connection while arguing Bach’s opposition to Pietists as well.   “Beyond ques
tion he sometimes expressed himself in these in a way which closely touched 
on certain aspects  of  pietism; the mysticism in which he shrouds himself  in  
the texts of his works, particularly in Bible texts, is closely allied to the fervid 
devotion with which the pietists read the scared Scriptures.  That transcendental 
vein which made him so ready to dwell on the annihilation of this mortal exist 
ence through death and on the joys of heavenly bliss, corresponds very nearly  
to the attitude taken up by Spener’s followers, of ‘looking for the glorious reign 
of Christ.’   Nay, and their craving—at any rate at times—to enjoy a perfect and 
immediate communion with God, and to feel in themselves the ecstatic con 
sciousness of the infinity of  the Divine spirit,  has its  counterpart in Bach’s  
instrumental music.”   For a full discussion of Bach’s relationship to pietism, 
including his  deep indebtedness  to this  movement,  see  “Pietism,  Piety,  and 
Devotion in Bach’s Cantatas”, chapter 5 in  Bach among the Theologians,  Jaroslav 
Pelikan (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1986): 56–71.  

10 See the provocative essay by Robert K. Merton, “Puritanism, Pietism, and 
Science”, in Science and Ideas, edited by A.B. Arons and A.M. Bork (Englewood 
CliJs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1964), 232–269. 
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Lutheran Bible Institute where my parents studied,  and Camrose 
Lutheran College, which grew into Augustana, where I teach.  The 
kind of anti-intellectual attitude Mencken notes in this article was  
foreign to the spirit and practice of our spiritual ancestors.   It is a 
sensibility, however, that swept through many evangelical churches 
in Canada as well as the United States and became a major contrib
utor to the colonization of Pietism by American  fundamentalism. 
Its legacy has been a deep wound to the Lutheran  tradition’s com
mitment to higher education.   Perhaps its most lethal eJect was to 
disconnect the pietist faithful from the contributions of their own 
tradition to the development of modern letters. 

The evangelical-literalist twin, while rooted in the rationalism 
of the eighteenth century,  comes to be  shaped in a  trans-denom 
inational  movement  we  call  Fundamentalism  that  developed  in 
various  Protestant  churches  in the  late  nineteenth  and twentieth 
centuries.   It  began  to  Gourish  aker  the  First  World  War,  parti
cularly in the United States of America.  Its roots were in the Prot
estant  valuing  of  scripture  over  against  tradition,  in  the  witness  
of personal  experience over against  church,  and in revivalism.   It 
developed  momentum  largely  as  a  reaction  to  the  emerging  of 
evolutionary theory in public  discourse  and teaching,  and to the 
growing inGuence of liberal protestant theology and the emerging 
discipline  of  biblical  criticism.   The  movement  coalesced  around 
a series  of  Bible Conferences of  Conservative  Protestants  held in 
various places throughout the United States,  and it  was at  one of 
these  conferences,  in  Niagara  in  1895,  that  a  statement  of  belief  
was  published  as  a  way of  drawing  a  boundary  around this  new 
“orthodoxy”.   This  statement of  belief  came to be called the “Fve 
points  of  fundamentalism”,  comprising  the  verbal  inerrancy  of 
Scripture,  the Divinity of  Jesus Christ,  the Virgin Birth,  a theory 
of  substitutionary  Atonement,  and  the  bodily  return  of  Christ.  
Within  Ffteen  years  the  term  “Fundamentalism”  gained  traction 
and  a  group  of  theologians  at  Princeton  University,  funded  by 
two oil  barons  from  California,  published  a  series  of  tracts,  The 
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Fundamentals,  between 1910 and 1915.   A one volume edition of  The 
Fundamentals remains in print.

Both the liberal-modernist and evangelical-literalist perspectives 
are tired and worn out.  The churches informed by liberal Protestant
ism are withering away and evangelicals are becoming more liberal.  
I think they are all but spent.   Why?   Because each  of them has an 
important concern, reason for one and faith for the other, but both 
of them have shaped a hundred-year battle in such a way that they 
have lost their own capacity to do anything but circle round again  
in the neurotic fashion to which they and the public have become 
accustomed.   Instead  of  revisiting  their  own sources  of  meaning,  
their deep ideas and complex and textured ways of thinking, they 
have habitually let  their enemy deFne the terms and devoted their 
energy to reacting to them.   It is a kind of spiritual and intellectual 
anorexia  with  a  complete  loss  of  proportion,  purpose,  and  goal.  
These  co-dependent  twins  have  brought  us  to  the  advent  of  the 
twenty-Frst century, but we have the twentieth century as the wit 
ness to how eJective their unconscious cabal  has been in shaping 
the prism through which so many see the particularities of culture 
and  the  religious  life.   One result  I  have  noticed  for  a  generation 
now, and Professor Harder startles  me by saying so boldly,  is that 
seminary students come without even a modest grounding in Bib
lical  narrative.   Being  raised  by  liberal-modernist  preachers  and 
teachers who spend all  their  time arguing with their evangelical-
literalist fathers has had its eJect.   At best it is a mixed story.  I do 
not doubt that one can Fnd good things on both sides of the battle 
lines.  I leave that to you.  But it is the deep disease within both of 
these perspectives, which they have jointly bequeathed to us, that  
we must begin to heal.
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reading with a broken heart

Let me remind you of how earlier generation Pietists listened to the 
Bible, engaged it, became friends with it for the sake of having their  
experience illuminated, their moral horizons stretched, their gik of 
compassion called forth,  and their friendship with the Rabbi from 
Nazareth cultivated.  This is a story from the time of Jesus:  

Hear O Israel! The Lord our God, the Lord is One.
And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all  thine heart,  and  

with all thy soul, and with all thy might.
And  these  words  which  I  command  thee  this  day:  place  these  

words upon your heart:
And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt 

talk of them when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest  
by the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up . . . .

The pupil  asks the  rabbi,  “Why are we told to  place these  
words  upon our  heart?   Why  does  it  not  tell  us  to  place  these 
words in our heart?

In fact,  the question already lives within the diJering trans
lations of the text.  The Hebrew, al-levavekha, means “upon your 
heart”, but in the vast majority of the English translations it is  
rendered as “in your heart”.   It is as though the translators,  like 
the pupil  in the story, cannot  understand  why  it  is  said  “upon 
your heart”.

Why, then,  are we not told to place these words, these root  
words of the entire teaching, in our hearts?

The rabbi answers: “Because”, he replies, “we are unable to 
put  these  words  into our  heart.   All  that  we can do is  to  place 
these words upon our heart.”

The pupil waits. He has come to understand that the teach 
ing is about himself, myself, one’s own life, one’s own being.  The 
ideas  are  about  me,  here,  in  front  of  the  question  of  myself.  
Hearing the rabbi’s reply,  more of  the question begins to form 
on the pupil’s lips: Then what am I to do?  What are we to do?  But 
before he can speak it, the rabbi answers.
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“Our hearts are closed.  All we can do is to place these words 
upon our heart.  And there they stay . . . 

“. . . until one day the heart breaks . . . and the words fall in.”11

My father sitting in the living room aker supper every evening, 
the Bible on his lap, was listening for a word that would illuminate  
his experience that day.  He had laid the words upon his heart.   His 
mother had done so when he was a boy in Norway.  He continued to 
do so as he studied at CLBI and worshipped at Camrose Lutheran 
Church in his young adulthood.  All these Biblical narratives lay on 
his heart.  But aker supper, in our living room, Bible in hand, some 
thing else was happening.   The words fell on his ear, descended to 
his heart, his heart that had Fnally been broken on the bald-headed 
prairie.   In the evening he listened with a broken heart.   No proof 
text  here.   No argument.   No searching  for  answers.   Just  a  heart 
broken, waiting to hear an illuminating word from the anointed one 
who was most near.  He was not looking for a healing of his broken 
heart  but  for  what  was  life-giving  to  Gow  from  the  illuminating 
word  through  his  broken  heart  and  anoint  the  suJering  he  had 
witnessed that day in the life of the fragile world.  

For  the  earlier generation  of  Pietists  these  words,  “these  root 
words  of  the  entire  teaching”,  fell  into  their  broken  hearts.   We 
read of  it  in diary and recorded  testimony and we see  it  in such 
paintings  as  Tideman’s  “Haugianers”  that  depicts  the  “readers” 
gathered  in  conventicle.   Here  you  see  a  spectrum  of  Norwegian 
society,  rich  and poor,  educated and simple,  sinner and sinner.   A 
clergyman  sits  listening  while  a  layman  begins  by  reading  the 
appointed  Gospel  text  for  the  coming  Sunday.   First  they  read  it. 
Then they pray the text together.   All the scripture is prayer to the 
one  who  listens  with  a  broken  heart.   Words  being  laid  on  their 
hearts.  Words falling into broken hearts. 

11    Jacob  Needleman,  Why Can’t  We Be Good? (New  York:  Jeremy  P.  Tarcher/ 
Penguin,  2007),  18–19.   See Nahum N. Glatzer,  Hillel the Elder: The Emergence of 
Classical Judaism (New York: Schocken Books, 1966), 74–75.
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It is the third way of approaching the Bible.  It seeks no proof but 
rather longs to hear the still small voice.   It does not stand on rock 
(“take my heart of stone and give me a heart of Gesh” as the prophet 
Ezekiel says), claims no righteousness, but waits with a broken heart.  
The stance is one of friendship with the Living Word and conFd
ence that the word about the Word would be life-giving.  My father’s 
posture toward the Word, and that of the Frst generation of incoming 
pietists, was a posture of openness and waiting, waiting for a healing 
word so they could join the Holy One in the modest acts of healing a 
fragile and suJering world. 
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